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PREFACE

The purpose of this paper is to analyse the Point Four
Program, to look into the philosophy behind the program and to
interpret its effects on the progress toward world peace.
The Ethical, Social, Economic and Political aspects
of the program, though difficult to separate one from the others,
are covered quite thoroughly in order that the actual philosophy
of tne overall progroam can be better analysed and understood.
~ruch

has been said and written for and against the

undertaking of the Point Four Program.

The writer of this naper

does not claim to have analysed all arguments favoring or disfavorinp- the program.

An earnest effort has been made to study

the best such arguments and interpret them in the light neces::ary
for the development of this paper.
Invaluable aid was received from members of the 'Mutual
Security Agency in private interviews in Washington, D. C.

During

each of these meetings the writer' of this paper was constantly
impressed wit: the spirit of cooperation being fostered throughout the whole program.
~tion

In one such interview a Technical Cooper-

Administration representative expressed deep concern about

the lack of popular un4erstanding of the program on the part of th a

v
average American citizen.

It was his hope that more wide-spread

publicity would be given the undertaking in order th[1t America
~nd

the world might know that Point Four is basically a plan

~hereby

peoples throughout the free world ca.n call on America,

hot for a hand-out, but 1"0(, aid to assist them in their e.fforts
to raise their standard of living;

a program where the dignity

of man is preserved and coopera tion is the w8.tchword •
.A good bit of the source material used in this paper
h8S

been taken from bulletins, oamphlets and articles given to

the writer in Technical Cooperation Administration o.ffices,
lDepartment of State, end not publisfled elsewhere.
Ttle Point Four Program has been in operation for sllch
~

short period of time it is impossib:S

to give a true measure

101" its successes Qr .failures as such, however, the aspects coverled here, the Ethical, Social, Economic and Political, were a
part of the program before it was ever put into actual practice.
Wherefore, they can be discus:'1 ed fully as this paper a tt.empta

Ito do.
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SO MNlARY AND

Cl AprI'ER I

WHAT

~Vhen

IS

THE POINT

FCUR PROGRAM

t{,e question 'What is t.he Point Four Program? I is

asked the shortest answer is:

United States aid to the underde-

veloped countries of t.he world.
To go deeper into the subject and explain the purposes,
functions, aims and achievements of thi s far reaching program is
tLe purpose of this paoer.
The title of the program comes directly from the inaugural address given by President Harry S. Truman on January 20,
1949.

The foreign policy section of his address had been written

in specific points of importance, the fourth point was given to
the proposal that the United States embark on this new program to
aid underdeveloped countries.

The name stuck and the program

since .bas been referred to" the world over, as 'l'he Point Four
Program.

This 1s what President 'l'ruman said:
Fourth, we must embark on a bold, new orogram
for making the benefits of our scientific advances
and industrial progress available ror the improvement and growth of underdeveloped areas •••• I believe that we should make available to peace-IovinE
peoples the benefits of our store of technical knOt.lledge in order to help them realize their aspirations for a better life. And, in cooperation with
othe.r nations, we should foster capital investment

2

in areas needing development.
Our aim should be to help the free peoples of tLe
world, through their own efforts, to produce more
food, more clothing, more materials for housing,
and more mechanical power to lighten their burdens.
Mr. Truman indicated t'ree vitally important factors
whi ch must be considered in the orogf'Elm, namely, first the beneficiaries must be peace-loving peoples in underdeveloped areas,
second aid must be in the form of technical advice in a program
to help the peoples help themselves, and third that the United
Stbtes should cooperate with other nations in encouraging capital
investments in the

~nderdeveloped

countries of the world.

In a democratic ferm of government such a Drogram can
come into being only after the oassage of a law by the legislatlv
body of the government.
purposes, scope,

Investigations of the aims, functions,

cf1~tlif

_, value and feasibility of the or'ogram had

to be carried on at length before

~the

Committee on Forei[.';n

Affairs of the House of Representatives would recommend passing
legislation to set

~lP

the pl?oposed plan.

This sopt of investiga-

tion took time and it was not until trle second session of the
Blst Congress, 1950, that the "Act for International Development"
was

oassed~

'l'he act provided that the sum of

~1;35',OOO,OOO

be appro-

1 Harry S. Truman, "Inaugural Address", 'Nashington
D. C., January 20, 1949

priated for the operation of the Point Four Program for the year
1951.

2

Since that initial start the 82nd Congress made avai1able

,~;200,OOO,OOO

for the expansion of the program. 3

Thus the program came into being

l'

i

th an overall goal

or purpose of raising tele stantlard of living of the free peonles
11 ving in tie underdeveloped countries of the wo ['ld.

The planner

of the :'H'ogram weI'e well aware that the undertaking would take
years before the goals can be successfully achieved.
Added to the purpose of raiSing the standards of living of Lhe peoples of tLe underdeveloped areas is the aim of
fostering lasting
people existing in

-~\orld
~he

peace.

So long as two thirds of the

world live below the hunger level it is

irnpossible to talk peace on a permanent basis.

-.Vi thout filling

those empty stomachs, covering those rag clad bodies, curing
those disabl.;ng diseases, housing the homeless and educating the
ignorant and illiterate f)rogress toward world peace cannot go
foeward.
A great deal more must be said to adequately explain
Point Four, how it came into being, how "new and bold" or old it
is and in fact the whole philosophy behind its establishment,

2 Public Law 535, 81st Congress, Gha.p. 220, 2d Session,
h.R. 7797 .. Title IV, Sec. 401, "Act for International Development I
3

Public Law 165, 82d Congress, Chap. 479, 1st Session,

H.R. 5113, "l'flUtual Secur! ty Act of 1951"

4

aims and operations.

FiJNCTIONS OF PO IN'll FOUR

The primary functions of Point Four lie in the fields
of education, public health and agriculture.

In the fisoal year

1951 approximately 80 per cent of the Point Four budget was spent
on projects in these fields.
For example, under a Point 4 grant, the Amerioan
University of Beirut is training students for all
oountries of the Middle East in four basic fields;
preventive medioine and public health, agrioulture
and agricultural engineering, iconomics and finanoe, and public administration'.
For the United States Government to spend money in an
effort to iX:-lprove the economic situation in foreign countries is
not a new idea.

Su,ms ranging in the billicns of dollars have

been spent on such programs as Unit,ed Nations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration (UNRRA), Economio Cooperation Administration (ECA), special allotment,s to such

OOil

ntries as Greece and

'l'l.:trkey but only one other time have Ameri oan do11a rs been spent
in the same way as they are to be sDentunder Point Four aid,
that instance was under the Institute of Inter-American Affairs

4 Point 4 Information Packet for TCA Personnel Oversea ,
Part I, CONCEP., Of' (l'L~':, POlK'l' FOUH PROGHAM AND TCA LbGISLNJ. 1"N, 3.
Outline of Point 4 Organization, Policy and Operations, 4. Revised 2/14/52, TCA, Dept. of state

5

started in i942.

5

"{';hen Congress passed the "Act for International Development" the President was authorized to carry out programs of
technical cooperation designed to enable peoples of the underdeveloped countries to make better use of their own resources
through their own efforts.

Pursuant to thi s authority President

'l'ruman established in the State Department "The Technical Cooperation Administration It, hereinafter referred to as "TeA It.
The Insti,-,ute of Inter-American Affairs, the pioneer in
Technical oooperation in South America, was made a part of TCA
and in the fiscal year 1952 became the operating arm of TCA in
other Latin Amerioan Republics not partaking in the program
prior to this time.
Two groups were set up to advise the TCA on Point Four
policy:

the International Development Advisory Board composed of

private citizens, and the Inter-departmental Advisory Council
cor::posed of representatives from those governmental agencies most
directly c:mcerned with Point Four activi Lies and operations.

In order to consolidate the activities of foreign aid
programs and provide for more efficient operations and eliminate
oveI'-lapping of endeavors the Mutual Security Act provided for thE
coordination of all foreign aid programs under a Director for

5 Kenneth R. Iverson, Point
America, Think, Jan. 1952

~

Progress

~

Latin

6

Mutual Security.

In addition the Act established a

~ltual

Secur-

ity Agency which took the place of the Economic Cooperation Administration, whi ch went out of business on December 31, 1951.
In this consolidation TCA was made the responsible
agent for programs in the Ameri can Hepubli cs, the irxl ependent
countries of Africa (Liberia, Libya, Ethiopia, Eritrea and Egypt)
the Near East (the Arab States, Iran and Isreal), and the South
Asia countries of Afghani stan, Ceylon, India, Nepal and Pakistan.
In accordance \1,ith

tl::e

policy laid down by the Director

fer Mutual Security that all economic

pro~rams

in a single countr

be administered by one single agency, technical cooperation and
other economic development programs in certain underdeveloped
areas w'c.dch were underway already--namely, Greece, Southeast
Asia, and the overseas territories cf European countries, wher'e
the responsibility had been assigned to the ECA--were made the
responsibility of the Mutual Security Agency.
The distinction here is a hard one for the casual onloe,ker to determine.

Perhaps it would clarify the issue to point

out tht:it TCA handles those Point Four programs which are going
on in independent nations, while the Mutual Security Agency
through the Overseas Territories Branch handles the Point Four
programs being carried on in countries ""hlch are actually the
colonies, protectorates, trusteeships or mandates of Western
b:.;ropean participating countries.

For the mOB t part such program

were begun under the ECA program in countries located principally

7

in Africa, Southeast Asia and the Caribbean region.

The total

population of these countries is more than 170 million.
The E'ut'opean countries directly responsible for these
territories are France, the United Kingdom, Belgium, the Netherlands, Italy, Denmark and Portugal.

Aid

~~oing

to these areas

from Mutual Security must go to the governing co'ntry and not
directly to the area or territory itself;

even though the rela-

tionship wi tb the European I'I'letropole vary from full independence
to countries approaching dominion or independent states.
Many of these co ntries contain large untapped resourcef
that could, \,dth the necessa.ry technical skills and capital, make
tremendous strides toward improving tlie standard of living of the
territories as well as greatly increase the scarce commodities of
the free countries of the world.

The fields of concentration in

these areas under ECA were health, education, transportation,
communications, port facilities and electric power Mutual
will continue this concentration.

Securit~

6

Whether the Point Four aid in one of the countries
named

her€.~

is done by TCA or by the Overseas Territories Branch

the recipients have one thJ.ng in common, they are underdeveloped.
The major prc,blems existing in each underdeveloped country are
hunger, widespread disease and illiteracy.

6 Department of State, The Overseas Territories In The
!utual Secnr! tI Program, MSA, Mar. 31 .. 1952
- -

8

The instigation of a Point Four program in anyone of
the so-called underdeveloped countries must start, not ln the
United states Mutual Security Agency but rather, in the country
seeking the aid.

The progra,m -ls not to be forced upon any ne tion

The natiuns must recognize that they need assistance in certain
fields and make these needs known to the Mutual Security Agency.
Even in countries, such as Latin Junerican Republics,
where technical aid

as gone into operation prior to the new

Point Four program the prerequisites or basic requirements

pI'O-

vided in the "Act for International Development" must be met.
The Act reBds in part:
Sec. 407 c. Assistance shall be made available
only where the President determines that the count
ry being assisted -(1) Pays a tail" share of the cost of the program
(2) Provldes all necessary information eonyerning such program and gives the program full publioity.
(3) Seeks to the maximum extent possible full
coordination and integration of technical programs being oarried on in that country.
(4) Endeavors to make effective use of the
results of the prop.,ram.
(5) Cooperates with other countries participating in the program in the mutua, eAChange of
technical knowledge and skills.
,'~hen

the "Mutual Seeuri ty Act of 1951 tt was passed 1 t carried an

Sec. 407

7

Public Law 535, "Act for International Development",

9

amendment to the "Act for Internfltional Development II to the
section referred to a.bove:
Sec. 528. The Act for Intemationa1 Development is
amended-(b) By adding at the end of section 407 a new para' .
graph:
n(d) Participating countries shall be encouraged
to establish fair labor standards of wages and
working conditions and management-labor relations. lf8
Every effort was made in setting up the law and in
carrying out "he Point Four operations tha.t the urogram be understood from thE' beginning as a self-help program in which benefiting countries must put forth the greater part of effort and even-

tually the capital.

The amendment to the Act mentioned above

serves to point out the interest of the law makers in fostering
every kind of democratic freedom which is enjoyed in this country
in the countries participating in Point Four benefIts.
and

Today more

more the idea thut democracy can flourish only by and with a

free labor force is being subscribed to.

In the interest of comp-

etition the amendment provides 'that fair wages and workinp: conditions be developed in these countries.

TLus tho long range hope

of the program, namely, to put t: ese cOimtries into a position
where the citizens can compete on an equal scale with highly
industrialized democr~cies, is brought out in the Act itself.
'1'he real essence of the Point F'our program is education

Sec. 528

8

Public Law 165, "Mutual Securi; y Act of 1951 fI,

10
of large numbers of people in ehe use of modern techniques of
agriculture, industry and oiher branches of science and technology.

There are very few Point Pour' field pl"'ojects which do not

include the training of foreign nationals in one of tile branches
named,

Point Four also brings foreign nationals to the United

states for advanced training in technical and scientific f1elds,9
As a special agency of the United Nations tile UNESCO
(United Nations Bducational, Social and Cultural Organization)
orogram has educH tional programs going on in some of the natiqns
which are receiving Point Pour

aid.~~henever

this occurs

the

Point Four agents cooperate .dth UNESCO to eliminate repetition.

,;HJ;,.T CONS'.l'rrUTES AN UNDERDEVELOPED COUNTRY

What constitutes an underdeveloped country which would
be eLL8ible for Point }:I'our assistance was one of the major questions Congressmen of the United States Congress wanted answered
before they were willing to set up the program.

To pin point tIll

problem into the simplest and best answer the State Department
compiled figures on the per capita annual income for 53 countries
in the year 1939.

Willard L. Thorp, Assistant Secretary of State

tor Economic Affairs, stated before the Committee on Foreign

9 Factual information pertaining to Point Four, rf1CA,
11M, ECA, and the UN was taken .from Point 4 Infor-mation Packet
tor TCA personnel overseas, Part I

11

AffairS, House of Representatives hearings:
For .he purposes of comparing the various groups,
we have arbitrarily taken the position that the
clearly underdeveloped countries wel'e those in
which the national income per capita was $100 to
$200; and then we have set up as the developed
countries--although I am sure none of them would
regard tleInselves as fully developed--those with a
national income of more than $200 per capita in
1939. •••
.
On these milps it is very clear that the under
developed countries form a band in Wl'lich a very
large part of the area comprises the countries sou h
of the United States, Africa and virtually all of
southern Asia.
This area wLdch is marked white on this chart
includes two-thirds of the world's population.
The worldls population is slightly over 2,000,000.
000, so that means in the underdeveloped areas
there are somewhere between a billion and a quart
and a billion a.nd a half people • •••
Now, to show how that works out, the annual
national income of the underdevelone d countries-....
and I said the maximum we admitted there was $100averages ~41 per capita. For the intermediate
countries it is f;154 and the developed countries
$461. •••
.
Roughly, to get the nresent-dio dollars you
Should about double these figures.

Mr. Thorp, in using these figures, pointed out that
though t'.e year 1939 was not exactly a boom year for the United
States there was still t ,is startling difference of more than
eleven times as much income per capita for the average American
con,pared with t,_e average income of citizens in the underdevelope
areas.

The major fact of importance to Point Four planning is

that two-thirds of the vvorld's population comes in ttd.s category

Com. On Foreign Affairs, H. fl,
, Sept. 27-30, Oct. 3-7, 1949,

12

ot underdeveloped, or of avlng had a per capita inccme averaging
$41 for the year 1939.
If a nation included in this category can show the
Mutual Security Agency of the United States that sho has a system
of government which allows her ci ti zens the basic freedoms necess·
ary for the oreservation of human dignity and that as a nation
sr-Je is c"dlling and able to meet the stipulations laid down in
section 407 (c) of the "Act for International Development II as
e.mended by IIMutual Security Act of 1951" plans for extending
point Four aid will be drawn up by the Mutual Security division
which handles aid in the geographical location of the country in
question.
Point Four aid, for very obvious reasons, is not available to Hussia

01"

the iron curtain.

any of the so-called sateli te countries behind
The absence of freedom alone would keep the

United States from extending the program.

Furthermore, the basic

principles on which Communisrn is founded would prevent thes e
nations from seeking such assistance.

CHAPTER I I

REASONS WHY THE; UNI'rED STATES
MUST

CARRY

ON THE· POINT FOUR PfWGRAM

E'THI CAL HEASONS

In God IS scheme of things all men were created equal.
Each man has been given a mind or intellect, a bodY' or physical
being and a soul

OI'

spiritual being.

According : 0 the Christian

way of thinking men were put on earth by God to glorify God, to
attain happiness here and eternal happiness or life everlasting
1n the spiritual world after death.

In the United States, the best example of a hignly
developed and profoundly Christian nation, there is not equal
economic possessions by all men.

There is, however, equal oppor-

tunity for all, the highest standard of living per capita the
world has ever known and a sufficient supply of technical know-hov
to help raise the standard of livirg of all peoples in the underdeveloped countries coming under the Point Four program.
Vdth two-thirds of the world's population gOing to bed
hungry every night it becomes painfully obvious that the peoples

13

14
01' the underdevbloped areas do not have equality of opportunity.

'rhe United States was founded on the principle of fI'eeAs a free people this nntion has risen from a small band of
colonies to tte ,'Vorld's leading nation.

As s ;ch a leader this

nation has an obligation to the rest of the world to assist in
every way possible those peoples who, through no fault of their
own, W1St live in the underdeveloped countries of the world.
The freedom which has made America strong has stemmed

trom Christian principles which place man in all his human dignit.
above the na.tion.

This is so well expressed by Doctor Messner in

his book on Social Ethics:
God entered the world witl) a human nature, assured
man of the covenant which the Creator has inscribed in his nature, and guaranteed the v8.1ue of man
as raised above every earthly value so that neithm
society nor state nor nation nor race nor t:,e wholE
earth can outweigh his dignity.
Point Four has as one of its aims the fostering of this
principle of freedom in the underdeveloped countries of the \<vorld.
From a purely ethical or moral point of view the United
States, as the richest, most highly developed and leading nation
in t'e world, must share this development with those free nations
not now possessing such technical and economic wealth.
In discussing man's obligatlcns to his fellowman it is
not necessary to adhere strictly to Christian principles, because

1 J. Messner, Social Ethics, B. Herder Book Co.,
St. Louis, Mo. & London, 1949, 8
-

.'

15
other r eligious faiths like the Christia.n faith subscribe to theNatural Law. The Natural Law being a self evident truth is an
impulsion in man y;;hic:; com:)els him to live his life in accordance
with the true reality toward which human na.ture tends.

On this

same subject Doctor Messner had this to say:
Self preservation, ••• the enlargement of one's experience, kn(jwledge a.nd rece::>tivity of the values
of beauty; self propogation by mating and rearing .
of offspring; benevolent interest in the spiritual
and material well-being of one's fellowmen as equru
in their value as human persons; social fellowship
to promote common utility, wW ch cons is ts in the
establishment 01' peace and order, in facilitating
the ac~lievement of Lhe material and cultural welfare of all, in the attainment of the knowledge
and control of the forces of nature and society
for these purposes. 2
To hold fast to the principles which made America great
and to look upon fellovnnen as "equal in their value as hu.man persons" are just two of the ethi cal reasons why the United States
must

s~}pport

the Point Four program.

The author of the above

words did not mean just the fellow American in his statement of
man's obligations w:lch 1:18 must meet to achieve his' last end.
Dr. M.essner refel"'red to all men, for all men are cref ted equal
under God.
If America is to help the world to a chieve the aim of
establishment of peace a:,d order :progress of the underdeveloped
nations must be fostered.

2

~._
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Peace and order can be had byoroceed ...

16

..,

ing accol'ding to the Natural Law and not
laws of man alone.

aocordi~

to the physica

In or-der to avert a third world \var the natioz s

of the world will have Lo functicn, not under pr .. nciples of' collectivism or' individualism, but under the firm and certain prinoiDles of ti:e Natural Law.
The content of Natural Law is the sum total of the
moral principles which are directly evident or derived from such self-evident prinoiples by way of'
reasoning on the ground of individ~al experience
or seientif'ic analysis of reality.
As a nation or as an individual tho moral principles arE
the same and thus the moral obligations are the same.
is a self-evident truth

y;hj

ch man by his

to avoid evil is likewise self-evident.

lID

To do cood

ture must accept and

Hence good and evil exist!-

ing side by side goes counter to the na tural scheme of things.

Ii

two-thirds of' the world's population are living in poverty, disea~1e
and ignorance tllun the very nature of man oompels the other onethird to stamp out this evIl.
Since the United States is recognized as the leadinr:
Christian natLn of the world today there falls the dual moral
oblige. tion of carrying on an aid program such a s the Point Four
pror:ram.

Following the Natural Law is one of these obligations

and following the Christian moral law is the other.

In order to

better show the difference in the two again a quotation from

3

-Ibid.,

58
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Messner:
Christian moral law differs from na.tural lavi in
that ti:e latter is given to man through natural
revelation, the former through super-natural revel·
ation. In the one the will of the,Crtmtor is made
known indirectly, that is, through man's nature, il
the other through His direot communication •••• For
super-natural revelation inf'orms man unmistakably
of the spiritual character of his soul, of its
immortality, of'its eternal destiny, of God at man s
Creator and Judge, last End ano nighest Good.
Because the United States is looked to by the free nations of' the
wcrld as tho one country able to lend

he helping Christian hand

needed by so many to pull them up from the mire of filth, poverty
disease, hunger and ignorance President Truman proposed the Point
Four program.
Looking at the pI'oblems wnich Point I<"our was designed
to cope with the morally just actie-ns of a nation nnlst be considered.

Justice to mankind operates on both a local and

int~natior-

Ell level according to Doctor Messner.
International justice is that form of justice
which directs states toward the common good of the
community 0'::" nations •••• Positive obligations include cooperation in the raiSing of' 'lhe standard
of intelleotual and material welfare among all
peoples by the exchange of raw materials, manufactured goods, ideas, and ideals, organization of
the international community and the establishInent
of institutions to enable it to carI'Y out its
tasks. 5
The very nature of the Point Four Program is the giving

4

~.,

84

5

l2..!S..,
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of technical cooperation to those nations in the world where
technical progress has lagged behind other nations.
ed out in Chapter I, 80 per cent of

tl~;e

Point

FOUl"

As was point.
money spent in

the year 1951 went into the fields of educfttion, public health ane
agriculture.
President 'I'ruman was 'not unmindful of these internation·
al obligations of ,justice, so well stated by Doctor' Messner above
when he said:

"Our aim should be to help the free peoples of the

world, through their o\m efforts, to pI'oduce more food, more clot} ...
ing, more materials for housing, and more mechanical power to
lighten their burdens. 1I6

It was the raising of the standard of

intellectual and material we1.fare of all free peoples that our
President envisaged.
Going beyond the oI'der of justice thei'E) is to be found
another fundamental principle in the nature of man, the principle
of charity.

For a complete definition of charity the following

quotation answers all questions:
The uniformity of human nature, the equality of
men's essential ends, the oneness of their ultimatE
goal, God, and His love tor every human being, all
of these make charity the ba.sic duty of man to man.
Thus cllarity is man's habitual readiness to respect
his fellowman as himself and to desire, and seek tc
procure, his good as demanded by the common nature
and the common finel end. 7

6

Harry S. Truman, "Inaugural Addr·ess", Jan. 20, 1949

7

J. Messner, Social Ethics, 231
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Charity is too often thought of as an act of giving something
gratiS to one less fortunate than the giver, and not as "man's
habitua.l rea.diness to respect his fellow man as himself".

11bis

IIlisconcei)tion of t.he true meaning lIus led to a feeling of a lowered social status for' one accepLing a gift of charity.

Such

misunderstandings .have caused a:id programs whi ch the United State
have engaged in the past to create ill feeling and failure of the
prorrams to achieve their objectives.
The aims of the Point Four program are to extend

tne

"bO

needy nations that form of cl:af"ity which helps man to maintain th
highest level of self respect by granting assistance on a self.
help basis.

In so doing the citizens of the United Stutes see

these peoples of

l~he

undordeveloped cOiintries as equals and offer

to them the technical aid and advice necessary "for greater creatcomfort and happiness.
,

rrhe discussion of the ethical reasons why the United
nrust sup:)ort the Point Four program has been conflned tlluS
text book or classroom understanding of moral ethics.

Tho

portant thing for : his paper> is to point out, not only the class
oom ethics 1n,,'olved, but thHt the whole thinking on the part of
he Congressmen, Cabinet members and other sponsors of the program
n getting the necessary lep,islation passed to set up Point Four
~as

based on the moral and ethical obligaticlns the American people
nation have toward the other free peoples of the world.
During the House of Representutives hearings before the
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comraittee on Foreign Aftairs, 31st Congress, when James b. "ebb,
Acting Secretary of state, was discussing the pJ.... oposed 1egis1atiol
on point Four many opinions an(! ideas were expressed by the Congressmen on the Committee,

One such opinion expresses clearly

just what President Truman had in mind when he proposed the

gram.

pl~O

Representative Jacob K. 'Javits of New York said:
I ':.ould like to say that I consid er this program
to be tho product of topflight American foreignpolicy thinking, far two reasons; tirst, because
you cannot fight Communism only with words; you
can only fip·.,ht it with bread, and you can only
fight it with better opportunities tor bread than
the other side otfers; the world has proved clw t,
China proves it, and t his is an effoI't to do it.
Secondly, it is an effort to affor>d greater
opportunity for bread with the greatest economy of
means, none of us were happy about the billions ane
billions of dollars thut were poured into reliet
tor European and other countries, but here is a
situation where we are trying to devote America'S
best commodity, brains, for the purpose of enablin,
the fl~ee peoples of the world to help themselves,
I say more power to it, That 1s the way to do it.
'rl'lis is really American policy deSigned to combat
Communism on terms of equality, This is a new
philosophy for governmental foreign policy,
••• It 1s a policy by wh1ch t';e people of
Amerioa can say, "\','e are the fi.t:"st people who~,have
ever led the wo.rld and who. Iflill try to make the
world a better place in which to. live, instead of
living oft It" ••• OUr beliet is that, if we make it
better for theaother fellow, we will make it betteJ
fof' ourselves,

Nlr. Javits thinks of the Poirt Four program as not only one in

which the peoples of the underdeveloped countries will benetit,

a Hearings Before The Com. On }i'oreign Affiars, B.R.,
jIst Cong. 1st Ses., On H.H. 5615, Sept. 27-30, Oct. 3-7, 1949,
U.S. Govt. Print. Otf., 34
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but one in which the whole vlOrld would gain immeasurably.
In a later Committee meeting at which Charles F. Bran-

nan, Former Secretary of Agriculture, presented a statement Representati . e ,;al tel' H. Judd, M. D., from Minnesota said:
I do not think our primary objective should be the
creHtion of good will, althuugh I hope that will
result. I think the prime.ry objecti've should be
development of health and living standards and ade
quate wage scales and redncSng the gap between the
cost of production there and the cost of production here. 9
It seems that Dr. Judd feels tbB. t good wIll is a more or less
automatic result t'e United States can expect from Point Flour
operations.

At least he was willing to gamble on the odds tLc,t

this would be the end result.

The moral impllc,tions of such an

undertaking as Point Four were clearly understood by such men as
Representatives Javits and Judd.
Throughout the entire Committee hearings this pro.found
feeling of moral obligation and purpose was expressed over and
over again by members of thf; Comrni ttee and those experts who carne
before the Committee to give reports on the alms, objectives,
scope, benefits and costs of the Point Four program.
After the Point Four program went Into effect Dr. H.G.
Bennett, Administrator of

he lJ.'ec.hnical Cooperation Administratiol ,

in giving a speech on t.he subject of "Cooperatives In A World Of

9

1!?!.2..,

55
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conflict" pointed out how the Point F'our p.r>ogralll is carrying into
its operations the self-help ideas on which it was based.

It

Let me pause a moment, now, to try to put our
problem in perspective, First, what is our purpos~',
It is peace. Peace so thot men can exercise their
natural right to life, liberty and the pursuit of
happiness. Remember, these rights !!:.! not ~eserv
~ i2. America. They are the rights of ali men ••• ~
Everywuere'in the underdeveloped areas you wi] 1
find work to be done and people anxious to work 'iii1 h
you. And you can be sure of this: the spirit of
cooperation is not merely an American trait. It if
a human trait. It is in the heart of man to cooperate if' 1e has the chance. • •• In its broadest
sense, cooperat~on is a matter of living and working together whlcL of tel's hope of a better life 1'0
each.
The cooperative movement springs from the inherent desire of man to be free. It is a mechanism which enables men working togeti:ler to achieve,
what they could not achieve working singly and alore.
That is the way we are trying to conduct the
Point 4 Program, and it is too t; princlple w"i ch
finds a warm welcome among men of good will every.
where.
I had the good fortune the other day to run
across a quotation from the ancient Talmud which
to my mind expresses perfectly the spirit of the
Pol,~t Four program as it should be and as it can
be carried forward: '
t The noblest of charity is to prevent a man
.from accepting charity; and the best alms a.re to
show and to enable a man to dispense with aims. '
In this spirit, let us work for peace. 0

Little more need be said to fortify the arg'lment tLa. t
the United States has an eth tca.l and moral obligation to the world
as a whole, to the underdeveloped countries and to the United

10 H. G. Bennet, Cooperative In f:. '\.or'ld .Q£. Conflict,
Reprinted form flAMEHICAN COOPERJ~TIOH 195r"', by AmerIcan Institu '(,e
of Cooperatives, .~ashington 6, D. C.
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states itself to carryon the Point Four program.

S)CIAL RBASvNS

The social reasons why the United States must carryon
the Point Four program are many and at

t

he same t!me difficult

to separate from th.e ethical reasons.

In fact .. the social, ethi-

cal, economic and political reasons are interwoven in such a way
that a sharp line cannot readily be determined between any of
them.

For the purpose of further clarification of the over-all

aims, objectives and operation of the Point Four program it is

..

deemed advisable to make an effort to draw the lines, so rar as
possible, between each of the above named aspects of the program.
From 'he teachings of Aristotle we learn that man is a
social being.

In order to live as a human being distinct from

plant and brute animal, man must live in a society.

To live in a

society as a member of a group is one of the natural rights of
man.

i/1ith every ri?ht gees a corresponding obligation.

To be a.

part of society means that man rrru.st contribute to the development J
progress and functions of that society.
This argument can be followed from the membership of
each individual in the family group and his r';'ghts and obligaticnf
t'lereto all the \"iay down to his membership in the world or univer ..
sal society.

'l'he final conclusions will be that man, by his very

nature, is a member of this universal society.

Further, what

24

functions for the common good 01' scciety in tUl'n functions for thE
good of its indi'Jidual r;18mbers.

And finally

th~.; t

conclusion

wxdch is important to the; carrying on of Point Four, each man has
certain obligations to aid In the overall activities of the society in which, by his nature, he must be a member.

He must

assist in every way possible t'Le progress and pf'omotion of the
common good of society.
From this argument comes the self-evident conclusion
that

he United states as one member nation of the universal

society has obligations to the universal society as a w.:JOle in
the promotion of the common good of all

~mbers,

whether these

be nB-tions or indiv::l.dual persons.
By reason of Lhe Christian background upon whi em the
United states is based the social obligations of the citizens of
this great nation are no lesa important than

t

he ethical or moral

obligations, already disclssed in tLe ethical aspects of the
Point Four program.
'rhough taken somewhat out of context, the .following
4,t:!Otation from Pope Pius XI' a Encyclical Letter on Athei stic
Communism can be seen a greater proo.f of man's need to function
as a social being:
But just as in a living organism it is impossible to provide for tie good of the Vi hole
unless each single part and eaC;l individual member
is given what it needs for the exercise of it s
proper functions, so it is impossible tc care for
the social organism and the good o:f sooiety as a
whole '.mless each s i11l':le part and each indi vidual

pzz
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members--that is to say, each individual man in th
dignity of his human personality--is supplied with
all that is nefessary for the exercise of his social functions. 1
The underdeveloped countries which Point Four was designed to help include millions of human beings who do not possess "all toot is necessary for the exercise of thei.r' social functionsl!.

In some of the areas hundreds die of starvation each

year \Ii'hile orops rot in the fields because a Iflrge percentage of
the popula.tion stricken with disease are nct able to work in the
harvesting of orops.
Onoe more a quotation taken out of context but 'tv;::lch
applies here in t, e most descrip::ive fahsion:
For then only will tt,e social economy be
rightly established and attain its purposes when
all and each at'e s!:lpplied with all the goods thut
the wealth and resources of nature, technical
aOhievement, and. the sooial organization of eoonomic life can furnish. And these goods ought in
deed to be enough bo (h to me et the demands of
necessity and decent comfcrt and to advance people
to that happier and fuller ccndition of life which,
when it is wisely cared for, is not on~y no hindrance tG virtue but helps it greatly.12
'The Point Four program is designed to carry technical
aChievements of the United States to the underdeveloped areas of
the world 'to assist those pooples in de'veloping

t~eir

natural

11 Pope Pius XI, The Answers to Communism, Encyclical
Letter, Outline Press Inc., Chicago, Ill., 50
12 Pope Pius II, Quadragesimo Anno, Encyclical Letter,
Outline Press Inc., Chicago, Ill., 45
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resources ,to the point where they nill have the necessary mater ...
lal possessions and facilities for decent comfort.
Tr..roughout the study of this orogram from d1e conception of the idea for the plan,

throu~l

the study prior to enact-

ment of legislation to bring it about and the study of the functions and progress thus far one' is c(mstantly aware that the
social implications and social obligations of America, as the
founder, promoter and leader of the program, are ever evident
in the statement s and acti::ns of the Americans dealing in any way
wi th the pro gram.
~Vhen

Oscar R. Ewing, Federal Security Administrator,

delivered a statement to the Committee on For'eign Affairs hearings prior to the passing of the IIAct for InternFtional Development II he

:l1 t

the social aspect of the Point Four program very

hard and very often, for example:
We are dealing here wi th the disease of sccial
unrest, wh.ich is pre'Jalent in many parts of tlie
world and which we have found to be related cleaI'IJ
to poverty. Can anyone say that this is a lesser
t.hrent to America today than typhoid or diptheria
or smH.llpox or malaria n generation ago? Is it not
even a worse threat, o.rganized and exploited as it
is by fanatic totalitarianism? Is it not at least
equally important, therefore, that we attack it,
too at the source? This is what we propose to do.
The President's Point IV program is not, 1n
any sense, a relief project. It is not a supply
program or a fT,ive-away. Its purpose is to provide
the tools of knowledge and experience with e.i:lich
people everywhere can raise their own standard of
living through their own efforts.
We huve t ,is kind of knowledge and experience
in gr-eater abundance than any other nation on earth
It is our most precious aLset and, at the same Lime,
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our cheapest exportable comrrlodi ty.
Men must be healthy before they can learn or
'Ivor'k effectively. They must have a ba.sic educatiol
before they can be ta.ught the rudiments of good
sanitation and nutrition •
••• As I visualjze this program, our task will
be, first of all, to supply the technical advice
and guidance necessary to enable the people of
these underdeveloped aI'eas to improve their own
health conditions, second, or even simultaneously,
we will help to establish programs of basic education to improve the standard of literacy and develop vocational Skills, without which economic development is difficult, if not impossible, anCi,
third, we will give advice and technical aid in tr14
establishment of necessary programs to assure social stability.
'
In ccnclusion,r let me emphasize my belief tha
this is t 1e moet ppomising program yet devised to
meet the most serious threat we have ever faced.
It is eminently realistic. It strikes at the root
of the trouble rather than treating with symptoms,
••• It is a statesmanlike ap ;;roe ch to a world problem of the first magnitude. 13
This quotation is very long, but it is not necessary to
point out that every phase ofihe Point Four program touched upon
by Mr. Ewing here was directly rele ted to the soc ial problems
which the program is
lems can be called

deslf~ned

to cope wi Lh.

si~;cialdiseases.

Certainly these orob

,Ji th the aid of a competent

staff of research experts in the field the diseases have been
expertly and correctly diagnosed.

The treatment has been equally

expertly prescribed, namely, the Point Four program.

As Mr. Ewine

pointed out, the treatment depenQ.s largely on the efforts of the
vibtims of the diseases, the underdeveloped areas themselves.

13 BeapIngs Before the Com. on Foreign Af'airs, H.R.,
8lst Cong., 1st Ses. 66-69
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To belabor t e subject of the social obligations the
united States hos to these underdeveloped nations is pointless
at this time.
those setting
by

That the obligations exist was
tlP

I~ecognized

by

the program and is being constantly recognized

those working in the field with Point FOUl'> today.

ECONOMIC REASONS

Certain basic economic principles "which apply to any
economic system must be kept in mind in order to deal adequately
with the economic reasons why the United States must carryon the
PoJnt Four program.

Of great impoY'tance here, economically speak..

ing, are first, allocation o£ resources and second maximizing want
satisfaction.
A problem is economic if it affects the material welfare
of the citizens of a nation, be it a nation highly developed like
our country or an tmderdeveloped infant democracy like Libya.
Want satisfaction, supplying in adequate amounts the material
pecessities for human progress, is achieved by the allocation of

In none of the countries classified as underdeveloped
~an

maximized want satisfaction be found for the average citizen.

Tn many instances great quantities of na.tural resources exist,
~hlch

or

if adequately developed could maximize the want satisfaction

all citizens of the nation.

It is this development of those
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res a 'rces which the Point Four program aims to achieve.

To do

this the' techni.cal quality of production must be increased throug]
the use of technical equipment, know-how and capital not now at
hand for the underdeveloped countries to apply to their economic
problem.
Problems otLer than the need for increasing the quantit ,
quality and allocation of resources are common to all of the underdeveloped countries.

The most important are unchecked disease

epidemics, inadequate sanitation facilities, backward and inefficient agricultural equipment. lack of flood _control or any form
of irrigation system, poor housing facilities and extremely high
rates of illiteracy. ' Anyone of these

prob~ems

have adverse effects on economic progress.

taken alone c0uld

Unfortunately tl"ley

are not found to exist alone in the underdeveloped areas and
added together these conditions spell the lowest standard of living in the world today.
Today America enjoys the highest standard of living the
world has ever known.

This standard has grown so high that Ameri.

cans often put expensive,
necessities.

lU~lrious

gadgets in the category of

However, as was pointed out above, good and evil

cannot exist side by side for long.
over come the other.

Sooner or later one will

The Point Four program was designed to help

the good overcome the evil by extending technical progress of our
economic system to those areas of the world which come under the
underdeveloped classification.

The United States as the leading member of nations hRS
an obligation to the world to assist these countries in raising
ttleir standard of living, both for tbe moral good it will effect
in those countries and for the continued maintanance of the high
standard enjoyed in America.

This obligation was clearly express

ad by President Truman when he saids
With t::e cooperation of business, private
capital, agriculture, and labor in this country,
this program can greatly increase the industrial
activity in other nations and can raise substantially their standards of living •
••• Such new economic developments must be
devised and controlled to benefit the peoples of
the areas in which they are established. Guarantees to the investor must be balanced by guarantee
in the interest of the people whose resources and
whose labor go into these developments •
••• All countries, including our own, will
greatl-rl' benefit from a constructive program for
better use of the world's human and natural resources. Experience shows that our Commerce with
other countries expands as they progress industrially and economically.
Greater production is the key to prosperity
and peace •
•• • Only by helping t:,e least fortunate of its
members to help themselves can the human family
achieve the decent, satisfying life thAt is the
right of all people.
Democracy alone can supply the vitalizing
force to stir the peoples of the human world into
triumphant action, not only'against their human
oppressors, but also against their ancient enemies
--hunger, misery and despair. 14
The program which was envisaged by President 'l'ruman and
his staff of advisors took into account the inseparable aspects

14

Harry S. Truman, "Inaugural Address", \lan. 20, 1949
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of economic progress and moral or ethical obligations of one man
to another or one nation to another.

The inseparabIlity of these

aspects can be found in the fundamental teachings of Christianty
as found in the writings of Pope Pius XI:
Even though economics and moral science employs
each its own principles in its own sphere, it is,
nevertheless, an error to say th.&t the economic
and moral orders are so distinct from and alien to
each other that the former depends in no way on th
latter. Certainly the laws of economics, as they
are termed, being based on the very nature of material things and on the capacities of the human
bOdy and mind, determine the limits of what productive human effort cannot, and of what it can
attain in the economic field and by what means.
Yet it is reason itself that clearly shows, on the
basis of the individual and social nature of thing
and of men, the purpose which God ordained for all
economic life. 15
The progress the United States has been able to make
has come about through the capitalist, or free enterprise, system
In America capitalism has stood the test of great technilogical
changes, wars, inflations and depressions and come out with the
most highly industrialized, generally healthy, well housed and
viell fed, and reasonably educated popUlation in the world today.
To Americans this free enterprise system is one of tLe
freedoms whicll. is held near and dear to their hearts even as tl'ley
hold freedom of speech, press, religion and assembly.

They re-

covnize t!;e great advantages of this kind of economic system and
are willing to preserve it at any cost.

15

Pope Pius XI, i.:(.Uadragesimo Anno, 17-18
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One of the most important aims of the Point Four program is the economic betterment of the populations of the underdeveloped areas.

It is fundamental American philosophy that the

best way to aohieve this eoonomio goal is through the oapitalist,
or free enterprise, system.

Therefore, it is the hope of the

point Four advooates that this 'form of eoonomic system will be
adopted in those countries where it does not now exist and fostered and enoouraged in those oountries whe:>8 it does now exist.
'rhus through expanding the suooessful system of economic freedom
in other countries the final goal is that of preserving that
freedom in the United States, and extending the benefits thereof
to all free peoples of the world.

The long range aim of the

program can in this way be brought to reality, namely lasting
world peace.
On the subject of world peace and economio betterment
of the underdeveloned areas Dr. Bennet had this to say;
Here are the outlines of the eoonomio problem
endangering, nay, oreventin& world peace.
Around the world--in Latin Amerioa, Africa,
the Middle East and Asia, in who t we call the underdevelooed areas--more than a billion people.
The vast majority of them--ill-fed, ill-housed, ill-clothed.
Eight out of ten of them-.unable to read or
write.
Seven out of ten of them--reduced in body and
spirit nO i,. only by hunger but by malaria or' other
diseases.
And yet, more and more of them--realizing thu
their condition is not only unjust but unnecessary
More and more ofthem--deterroined to break
out of the bonds of misery which hold them.
\ie have begun to deal with this problem, too.
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Through the Point 4 program we are cooperating
with the people of these underdeveloped areas •
••• And in my opinion the key to the world
economic problem, tDe problem of first magnitude
in the underdeveloped areas, is the problem of
food.
I have been serving in the Point 4 program
for less than a year. But I have done some traveling in my time-... in Latin Amerioa, Afrioa, the
Middle East. What I Lave seen convinces me that
if we are to solve the economic problem which now
breeds world c)ntlict, we must begin with food.
And, happily, what I l:ave seen convinces me that
if we begin with food we will be successful in
starting mankind on the road to a world of peace
and plenty such as we have not heretofore dared
even imagine. 16
~V1th

reference to the preservation of the capitalist

system and the spreading of this system to the free peoples of th
wopld living in the underdeveloped areas an article by Kenneth E.
Boulding emphasised these very objectives.
Perhaps the crucial test of the capitalist system
will turn on its ability to solve what is by far
the greatest single economic problem faCing tLe
wcrld today: the development of the so-called
underdeveloped areas--inhabited by about threequ,arters of the world's population--to the point
where at least the grim ccnsequences of extreme
poverty (malnutrition, early death, constant ill
health, superstition, squalor, and misery) are
mitigated •
•• • The crux of the problem is how to raise the
tt'.aree-quarters of the world that live on a low
level to t, e high level of the' other quarter, for
it is precisely this wide disparity that makes our
world so 'lDstable. American-Russian relations, fo
instance, would not constitute the app"'a~ly insoluable problem which they now ,tf()s'-:it ]J.t¥
tionship were simply one of ,A
~ca and Rus

,

:~JTY

16
Reprint. from

,
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that event t ey could perfectly well leave each
other alonel The relationship is complicated
almost unbearably by the fact that each power is
competing for the support of the vast fringe of
underdeveloped countries whi ch divide them on the
globe, from Poland to Korea. These countries are
dissatisfied with their present state and are
hovering between the two oultures, wondering which
offers them the best c'snce of shifting from their
low-level to a high-level economy.
In this whole diffioult situation it is of
vital importance to aporeciate the relation of
economic institutions and eoonomic development to
the "whole" culture pattern, and to realize thut
the s')ocess of any set of economic institutions
depends on the total culture setting in Which they a
are placed. • •• One of the tasks of human inquiry
1s to discover exactly wLat the elements are in
any culture which perpetuate poverty--whether in
family life, or in economio and financial institutions--and then to effeot a "minimum." change in
the culture which is necessary to :eradicate these
germs of poverty •
••• Cul tural cllange and cultural impact, however, there must be. Such impact is imri1ensely
dangerous and may result in disaster to both cultures; yet with tl-:e oollapse of isolation such
impact is inevitable. If; it is to be ultimately
fruitful, it must be understood much better than
we understand it noVl; the marr>iage of economics
and cultural antr-,ropology must bf accomplished,
even at the polnt of a shotgun.l 7
In this statement a

different approach to the whole

problem is evidenced but the goal is tl:e same.

Mr. Boulding takes

into consideration the whole cultural pattern.

By this he means

the entire world or the universal society composed of the entire
human race,

If, after sufficient lnquiry, it is determined that

some religious or familial faotor in a particular area was found

~

1'7 Kenneth E. Boulding, Religious Foundations .2£. ~
Pro.r;ress, Harvard Business RevIew, !;'ll:l.y-June, 1952. p 33 at 3€
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to be the cause of poverty;
factor like a bad tooth.

then the answer is to pullout thut

Let there be no miscmderstanding, Mr.

Boulding is well aware that neither the problems nor the solution
are as si .. ple as that.

He is also aware that when tl.ie drastic

changes which the complete development of the now so--called under
developed areas takes place there will resnlt also drastic ci:ange
in tile cultures involved.
~ihen

the total standard of living, inclliding the econo....

roic aspects, social aspects and educaticnal aspects, of a group
of people has undergone

s.~fficient

change to remove that nation

or fr'oUP of people from the classification of underdeveloped to
the intermediate or developed group then the marriage of economic
and cultural anthropology has taken place.

V,hether this marriage

will have been accomplised in an orderly fasbi on through a
smooth courtship of economic, social and polit:i.cal cooperation
will depend on how the change or' ma.l."'riage has been brought about.
History has shown that the economic systems which have
developed under totalitarian governments have changed the cultural pattern, yes, but have not actlieved the

l~esult

dom of c·oice on the part of the parties involved.

through freeThe cultural

changes in Russia and her satelite countries attest to this.
As Fitr. Bouldlng has so vividly stated, the task before
the capitalist system is to take the necessary steps to maintain
that system where it exists and to expand it to tIle underdevelope
areas VI.here it does not exist.

Unless the system can successfull

--------------........
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do this as a system it Js doomed in a Horld were iso18tion has
been abandoned and nations are only a matter of hours apart.

If

the economic s:"1stem falls then tt.e cul ture upon which it rests
will fall.
Speaking from the point of view of economics the whole
rnatter of developing the und.erdeveloped countries by the capitalist system or by the Communist system of economics emerges as the:
real problem before the world today.

It becomes a power struggle

between the two major economics systems which lead the world
today.
The United States, as the leading capitalist country,
has launched the Point Four program as her weapon in this struggle.

Russia, as the

wOI~ld

leader in Comrmnism, lias likewise

launched a program whi ch feeds upon the unrest brought about by
trIe very factors which the Point Four p."ogra.m was designed to
eliminate.

What the outcome will be remains to be seen and to

venture a prophecy at this point would be pure guess work.

Viheth

er the Point Four program was started too late in some areas is
highly sneculetive.

In areas close to the Comnunist pressure,

Such as Asia, efforts on the part of the Un! ted States lwve been
stepped up, and in fact economic assistance of one kind or anothe
was being introduced in these areas prior to t: le launc .. ing of the
Point Four program.
'i~hether

this so-called power struggle of the two econo-

mic systems will come to armed conflict is also highly speculatiVE

l
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at this point, but the overall a.im of the Point l?our program is
to extend the fr-ee entel'Drise system to all free nations of the
wo,rla and thus help tbem to Lelp themselves become suffiCiently
strong so that Communism will neitller be a temptation as a system
nor' a tilreat as a power to any natiun in the entire wOl'ld.
One more factor whioh' is impol'tant

GO

the eoonomio

reasons why the United States should carryon the Point Four p1"ogram must be consider>ed.

As was noted in President 'rruman's

original proposal, one of the aims of Point Four is to encourage
private capital investment in the underdE.veloped areas.

However,

from a purely sound business standpoint many, in fact most, of thE
countries coming under the I.>oint Four

~wogram

are not industraiall iY,

economically, politically or financially so,,ind enough to attract
private investment risks.

'I'heeefcre, Point Four must make the

fL'st moves in these countries.
If capital is to be invested, industries establis[Jed or
agricultural projects undertaken by priVate investors the labor
must be available on the local baais.
is available is non-pr·oductive.

Too often the labor

~iiihich

Mr'. Nelson Rockefeller, formep

Coopdinator of Inter-American Affairs, testified:
••• people ridden with malaria, hookworm and syphilis cannot be very productive in any economy. Mak ..
ing well men out of sick men is basic to increasine
the per-hour pl'oducti ve and earning power of labor,..
Private enterprise cannot do the bir job in these
areas of public health and educa tion. They are
really the responsibility of gl)Vernments ••••
However, most governments will not be able to
carry the necessary expanded Federal expendi tu!'es
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unless their economies are developed and their
national incomes e.ugumented. rrherei'ore, you i1ave
to ",ovfson all i'ronts together' to accomplish the
goals.
Once the labor force of a nation is mude healthy and
productive end economic conditions of the nation as a whole
afford a sound basis for investment, private capital wIll be
ready to take over the burden of employing this labor force.
Then a high competative level of employment can be maintained
and a high standard of living will be a necessary result.
Point Four must first accompli sh the economic--ws:i ch
is actually a social and moral, yes, even a political--obligation
to the underdeveloped areas in the fields of health, education
and agriculture or food.

~hen

this obligation is fuli'illed

private enterprise will move in on a wide scale, whether foreign
or local does not matter 80 lung as the labor for ce is employed.

POLITHIAL REASONS

In ordcl" to disCLJ.8S the political reascms why the
United States must carryon the Point Four program tLe term
political must be adequately defined, both as to the definition
found in the dictionary and as to the popular usage of tde term.

lS Hearings Before the Com. on Foreign !Sfairs, H.R.,
81st Cong., 1st Ses., 83
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According to \;ebster political means "Of or pertaining
to polity, or politics, or t'e conduct of government; as, pol itical theories.

2.

Having, or conforming to, a polity, or

settled system of administration.,,19
The popular use of t;he term, political, more or 1 ess
incorporates this idea.

For instance, one might hear it said

"It is just plain good politioal judgement for the United States
to undertake such a program as the Point Four fl.

Such a remark

infers th8.t the.c'e will be cooperation between the governments of
the countries receiving such assistance.
SUC11

It further infers thrct

action is a good business venture, or good human, internatio -

al and social relations.
because it saves our own
business, it is
or th&t way.

go~j

In other words it is a good judgement
s~in.

One often hears the expression in

polities to handle a certain customer in thi

Here there is no element of government involved,

but there is definitely an element of business, of social and of
economic human relations involved.
Whether we c

:00S6

to discuss tl'l6 poli tioal aspects of

the Point Four progrrum from a purely government acting in cooperetion with another government or from tho much broader view of
international human relations will depend on the purpose of the
discuSSion.

In this paper the aim is to give the olearest

19 Viebster's New Collegiate Dlctiona!'y, G.
iam. Co., Pub., Springfield, Mass., 1951, 6fi4

&

C. Merr-
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possible picture of the over-all broad reasons why f!'om a political standpoint

tXle

United States must promote an aid p!'og,r'am

such as the Point Four program.

To dO this it is necessary to

cover every possible implication t:,e term politioal reasons can
have from the 80cial, moral and economio manifestationsoi' such
a program in operation.
From a practical standpoint t \e kind of economio system
a country has will determine the kind of govenment;

or the kind

of government will determine the kind Of eoonomic system.

If the

economic system is one of free enterprise where individual property owners make the economic decisions then the goverrunent will
be also a free and democratio system where the people have a
voice in how the government is run.

There can be certain modi-

i'ioations to this prooedure, such as Englanct
certain of her major industries nationalized.

el~~oys

toda.y with

But this plan 1s

yet in the experimental phases of operation and not a part cf
the purposes of tnis paper beyond mentioning tXi.fj,t such a system
is being tried in a democraoy.

But if economic decisions are

exclusively made by the government,

tt~en

the government becomes

one of dictatorship or totalitarianism, where no voice either in
government or econol1!ic decisions is open to the people.
Russia is an example of tLe letter system. Here all
means of production are controlled by the government down to the
last farm, which has been put under a communal farm program.
This is all done under the guise tl1Bt the means of production has
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been taken over

fo~

the workers, but the economic decisions,

along with the military and governmental decisions, are made by
the government.

The officials of the government are elected to

office, but there is no freedom of choice here since the ballots
carry only one name for each office.

The name,I:lS not been chose1'

by the workers but by the government.
This form of government and economic system are found
in all the satelite countries under Russian domination behind
the iron curtain,
These systems would be extended into the underdeveloped
countries, if Russia and Com.v::.unism are allowed to win out in the
struggle for tn.eir control,
The unstable economic status, lack of social security,
conditions of poverty and unrest brought about by industrial and
economic development lag hastened the down fall of the satelite
countries to tr:e Communist spell.

Ifhe cc:ntries w dch have been

classified as underdeveloped under the planners of the Point Four
program are, in most instances, far behind the satelite oountrios
in industrial and economic development.

Communist propoganda is

prevelant in all of the underdeveloped countries,

trie amount and

degree depends on the extremeness of the underdevelopment and
also on the value that country might be to Russia and the over-al'
Conmunist system if they could be enticed into the told.
Frequent q"lotations rmve already been noted in this
pa"per from American Congressmen, Cabinet members and other ba£kerfl

~--------------~
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of the Point Four progr8l'll v/hich clea.rly indicate trlat these
statesmen know the dangers to the underdeveloped countries, to
democracy, to capitalism and to the world that this threat of
COnlrr.unism poses.
To further study the aims of the program this quotation
from Oscar L. Chapman, former Secreta.ry of the Interior, shows
some of the political aspects involved:
Today, the free world is on the march--with
Point Four in the vanguard.
iihile the Soviet world is working to sp.r·ead
the seeds of Communism, fomenting wars and persecutions, peoples of democratic ccuntries everywhere are resisting witL all thei!' might.
Compelled to build strong military defences,
many are coming to realize that Co~~unism cannot
be stopped by armies alone--that vigorous self-act·
ion for the alleviation of economic ills is as
necessary as guns, ta.nks, and planes to maintain
freedom and offset the false appeal of Communism
to the hungry, poverty-stricken and dLltressed •••
The Deoartment of Interior considers that the
full and proper use of natural resources is essent.
ial to tJ:1C economic well-being of this country and
tne world.
Development of t.:..ese resources, and wise util.
ization for the welfare of people everywhere, will
serve in large ptlrtLo assure tne present and fu ...
ture security tlf th(Lprinciples ot:human.;-'liberty
and freedom to which we and the rest of the free
world are dediorted • •••
Guarding the rights of tree men and the right
to keep tlleir democrat:to ideals alive through cooperative endeavor is Point Four in aotion. It's
aims are la.~Bing peace and security for peoples
everywlle;:>e.

20 Oscar L. Chapman, Peace ~ SecuritI Point
U.S. Dept. of Int., U. S. Govt. Print. Off., 1951, 2-3

~
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Mr. Chapman has recognized that the

democt~atic

world

haS been challenged by the Comr::unist world, not only on the mili-

tary ground but on the ground of economic development and social
security of those nations around the globe who suffer from the
absence of technical, economic and industrlal development.
To meet this ohallenge t:.e free peoples must wisely
develop and utilize the natural resources.

It is the aim of the

point Four program to assist the peoples of the underdevelooed
areas to develop and utilize their own natural resources; and a
further aim to guard tbeir right to keep their demooratic ideals
alive so that they can live in the freedom for which God ordained
man.
Along this srune line of thinking but adding to it the
effeot of Point Four aotion on American Freedoms of action Dean
Aceson, former Secretary of State said:
Now this brlngs us close t,O the heart of our
real interest in the Point Four Program. It is
our faith--our deepest; convdction--that representative and responsible government is more deeply in
accox:d with man's nature than any other system of
government. if.e believe also that representative
governments by their nature contribute toward
world peace. We have an interest, therefore, in
the development of suc:. governments in the world,
because we are seeking to create an environment in
which we can live peace~~lly and continue tQ devel~
op our own society.
But if, in our Point Four Program and all
other activities thElt affect the underdeveloped
areas, we seek to encourage and assist the governments of these countries to deal responsibly and
effectively with the aspirations of tile peoples,
and by our influence and our aid -assist in the
development of representative institutions--then

~---------------~
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we shall be serving our own ul t1ma~f interests
and the interests of world peace.
The goal of s02eadinp the free enterp.eise system of
economics and free democratic system of government, interwoven
as the two aspects of human endeavor are, is expertly described
by IIJI'.

Acheson.

He sees the vital need as it exists in the

underdeveloped areas and the long range value it will have to
the preservation of our system of government a.nd our economic
system.

tilr. Acheson and Mr. Chapman sincere as they are in theil
outlook and aspirations for' Point Four action have not ha.d the on
the spot experienoe tha.t a man like Chester Bowles, former Ambassador to India, ha.s had.
ation from

tfJ!>.

For an opinion on the program this quot-

Bo',vles will serve to .further show the. tall demo-

era tic leaders share the ever burning desire to foster democratio
freedom and human dignity the world over:
There is only one basis on which America Q..'Yld the
underdeveloped countries can grow closer togetn.er,
and that is an honest, mutual desire to build a
more secure and freer world. If democracy succeedf
in India, Japan, Indonesia, Ethiopia, Liberia,
Egypt, Brazil, Venezuela and other Asian, African
and South American Countries, every American will
have increased reason to hope for2~ better existen e
for himself and for his children.

Mr. Bowles

~as

on the spot to see Point Four in action.

He knows better than any Congressman or Cabinet member the pit-

ution 1 If,

22 Chester Bowles, "Point Four Begins An Indian 'Revol-

.TI!!. !!:! !2!:1i Times Magazine, Nov. 16, 1952, 13
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falls, heart ache, long hours Cif arduous l&bor, discourar.,ment
and criticisms involved in launching such an undertaking in a
country like India.

He knows the gC'eat feeling of satisfaction

wllich comes with seeing projects of the program prove success.fu1
and thus encourage the wr:01e-hearted snpport of many natives in
expanding the program.
India presents one of the most outstanding examples of
e. country in dire need of Point lrtour aid.

ors wh:lch prove this are:

Some of the many fact ...

a population of close to 400,000,000,

with a per capita average income of

~i>41

in 1939, vast underdevel-

oped resources, and an age old cast system which for generations
fostered poverty among it's 'untouchables'· ... this cast system has
been abolished by law--high rates of illiter-acy, low sanitation
standards, wide-spread disease, starvation and finally but by no
means 01' minor il:lportance the strategic location of this huge
country in respect to Soviet Russia.
Point Four aid went into India early and has been expanded continuously to assist that nation in her efforts to overcome preventnble diseases, combat starvation, assist in education,
transportation and in general to raise the standard of living 01'
all Indians.
The great hope of the Point Four program, from the political standpoint, is to foster the growth of free democratic
government and freedom of action basic to human dignity in all
free nations of the world.

Exploitation was for so long practlced

pz
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in many of the underdevelo:Jed countries of the world thbt, as
~~.

Bowles stated, some nations hesitate to avail themselves

of the American Point Four aid.

Perhaps as success follows

suo,'ess in the noW perticipating nations others will be influenced to the point of asking for the aid.
The program, of necessity, is long range.

Poverty,

disepse, illiteracy and early death expectancy cannot be wiped
out OVer night.

But the long range program is for long range

lasting world peace.

, The

ethical, soclal, economic and political

aspects of the program, Inmeshed as they are, are all in the
challenge Ameri cs. Las before her today as

tl~e

world's leading

nation to saVe the underdeveloped cou.ntries from the grip of
Communism.
The free world today is engaged in a life and death
struggle with the Soviet dominated Communist world to save
democrecy as a system of government and capitalism as a system
of economics.

Tr:is grea t power struggle involves the basic

philosophy upon which

t~e

free govenments were founded and on

the Christian and democratic moral philosophy of the God given
human dignity of man.
If we have the courage and the imagination
to grasp this opportunity, history may reoall that
1953 was the turning point in the age-old struggle
to bu11d, through democratic means, a world ~.t: expanding opportunity and freedom for all men. .)

23

Chester Bowles, "Point Pour Begins and Indian Rev., p6
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'I'o attempt to enlarge on this statement by a man so
learned and thoroughly steeped 1n our democrstic Christian philosophy and possessing sucha wide range of experience in the
fitlld would be foolhardy.

-

CHAPli;,R III

COUNTRIES RECEIVING POIN'I' FOUR AIDl

Ther>6 are thirty five nf)tions now under Point Four
agreements with the Mutual Security Agency of the United States.
·.'~'hen

the TeA went into operfttion there were several countries

in Latin Amerlca participating in the Inter ... American Affairs
Intitute program.

These programs were incorporated into the TCA

set-up to get all aid programs under one heading.

This same

arranganent was true of all other aid programs going into any
other underdeveloped countries prior to Point Four.

This consol-

idation is explained on pages 4,5,6, and 7 of Chapter I.
The purpose of' this chapter is to show where the Point
Four appropriations have gone, bow much each country bas received
in dollars, how much they have contributed, and the personnel
which the United States has sent in each area.

Also some indica-

tion will be given as to what the money and t,e tiLe of the
American experts have been snent on in these various countries.
The most complete breakdown on such information was

1 See Rppendix I for complete list of nations and tl_e
Sl.lms spent in each up to June 30, 1953
48
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published in the New York Times, January 12, 1953.

The fi.gures

were given to the Times by the TeA, but the information ccncerning the projects in operation in each country was gathered by
correspondents of the newspaper in a country-by-country survey.
The United States costs reported here are the total
of budget authorizations for the two fiscal years 1951-52 end
19b2-53.

The reports on local contributions are estimates of the

expendi tU.,'6S in local currency and in goods and services, to the
extent that these can be evaluated, by the cooperating
ments for the same two fiscal ye£irs..

gov~n

The "trainees" rerer to

the total of training awards granted to promiSing specialists
in the beneficiary countries for the two fiscal :years, and includes those in training in the United States, their own country
or other countries extending sucll training under the program.
flsta.fr" refers to the United States staf.f authcrized for the
c:rrent fiscal year, 1952-53, ending June 30.
W~::lS

This does not 801-

mean that many AInericans are actually on the job in each

country.2

2~\iill Lissner, "Point 4 Promotes Better Life in 3b
Nations, Survey Finds fl , The New York ...................
Times,
Jan. 12, 1953, 10-11
;;..

---

Since the .fi~ures in t· is article were comn1ete in
bl'eakdown and the survey was conducted by an impartial newspaper
it 'Nas deemed advisable to use this information. In each instane ,
other than those so designated by separate footnote, statistics,
ooinions and other in.formation used in thj s entire Chapter Vlere
taken directly from the Tixnea survey as reported by rkr'~ Lissner.
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AFGHANIST1,N
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$948,720

;~5 .. 750,000

36
26

Afg:1anistan is a nation completely landlocked and for
centuries inhabited by nomads and herdsmen.

Today under free.

democaratic government with the aid of Point Four this nation is
making every effort to improve food supplies, tv construct irrigation facilities and power ple.nts, to develop a sound public
health system, to improve education systems and to increase the
use of natural resources.
Two mining engineers from the United States are helping
establish a coal

minin~

projeot.

A team of research personnel from the United States is
working ,>'::1th Afghanistan teams in

reclama~ion

of land, in tl'le

development of a publio health sY3tem, educational and agrioultural

pro€,~ams.

Laboratory equipment and other technical equipment has
been provided for the Afghan Institute of .Teohnology, where
Amerioan instructors are training Afghans.to take over the devel0lxnent projects.

Small grants

fop the same purpose.

t~ave

been made to Habiba College

BURMA

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local ccmtribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$21,000,000
t~37 , 380 ,000
184
146

Burma presents one 01' those rare and ditficlut problems
hard for Americans, with their extremely progressive and material
istic out-look, to grasp and to cope with.

Because o£ aversion

of Burmese Buddhists to killing any living thing the whole prog.,ram of pest control has
situation.

The

'IV

~d

to be revamped to fit the local

ord flkill It is never used by TeA experts they

sir.ply conduct a "crop pDotection" program by "repelling would-be
attackers fl.
Even more irksome to the American way of thinking tll.e
dedication and opening of a health center was repeatedly delayed
by a Burmese official because he was awaiting the decision of

astrologers regarding a propitious time.
In spite of this the Point Four program has g'.ne for-

ward in getting war torn harbors restored.

'IVith the help of otb6..

United Nations agencies the malaria incidence in some areas has
been reduced from 50 to 10 per cent.
Infant diseases in Burma cause the death of three of
every ten be.bies in the fil-st yeaz-.

A survey is being conduoted

to curb this and a 500 bed hospital is under construction.
Rice is a huge natural resouroe in Burma, in fact,
prior to tl.'e Vial' she sold her surplus to Asian areas from Japan
51 .
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to India, but her present exports are one third of the pre-war

firu:ce.

Point Four experts are helping to improve this important

exportable orop produotion.

American farm experts are helping

Burmese tarmers to integrate better methods, seed improvement,
livestock disease control and irrigation projects to improve
crop yield.
In the field of education assistance ranges from equipment up to exchange trainees in engineering between Rangoon University and the Massachusetts Institute of l'echnology.
\

'rhus the three major fields for Point Four conoentratiol
education, public health and agrioulture are being widely served
in Burma.

INDIA
U. S. coat, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$98,160,000
$54,000,000
360
231

India reoeives the largest sums of money of any nation
under the Point Four program.

She is the largest nation in area

and by far the largest nation in population.

Furthermore, every

possible problem which the Point Four program was designed to
attack is present in India in the most extreme form.

This nation

has some of the world's richest men and an abundance of the world's
most poverty stricken and destituLe men.

fro fur-ther emphasis

this pOint NiIIle. Vi.jaya Pandit, sister of Premier Nehru, in telline

I
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of the objectives cf her p;overnment said:
In India one speaks of the nine-tenths of the
nBtlon which is ill-fed, ill-housed and ill-clothed. In America, each of you ~H1S an average life
expectancy, a reasonable hope of li.ving to sixtytr·ee. In India, our peonle can only hope to li~le
to an average age of t'Nenty-seven years. Our firs
effort, therefor-e, is t ,e terribly urfSent one of
giving Indians more food, shelter, clothing and
improving their' heal th. • •• Priori ty number two,
and only just below that of f,iving m01"6 food to
our people, is to give them more democpQcy.
There is going on in India one of the greatestz,
democratie upheavals the world has ever known.
In addition to the problem mentioned by the far-sighted
and democratic minded Ambassadoress India's population is 90 per
cent rural and thus engaged primarily in agrieulture.

In refer-

ence to farming in Asia Raymonq W. Miller, Visiting Lecturer
Consultant, Food and Agriculture

Organiz~tion,

United Nations,

in speaking of the Asian plowman said:
Fol" two-thirds of the world I S farmers the plow is
tLe same one that has been used for 1,000 years.
Yet a metal turning plow, worth only a bushel of
w~,eat. would increase his producticn many fold •
••• Most of the grain of Asia is cut with an eightinch sickle, or an even smaller tool, and threshed
by the feet of man and an1mals. 4
,
To further complicate and h.amper progress in India a

Z,
NBC Radio Discussion, The University of Chicago
Round Table, June 26, 1950

4 Raymond W. Miller, itA Stable Asia--Key '1'0 Peace ",
Harvard Business School Bull Btim, Vol. 27, No. 4,1'1inter 1958
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variety of vastly different religions are atihered to including
Moslem, Hindu, Buddhist and Christian.

From a social standpoint

India has long had one of the world's most marked class systems
where Iflrge segments of the population were classified as "untouchables fl.

These peoples were treated by all other classes of

society as less tnan animals.

The movement from one social class

to another was physioally impossible.

With the coming of inde-

pendence and the establishment of a democratic government these
cast systems i'jave been abolished by law.

The mere passing of' a

law does not abolish a practice of' hundreds of years in the making in a day, progress in this f'ield is slow but noticeable,
Despite the very low per capita income, India i;.as great
natural resource supplies in such products as ooal, gold, chemicals, jute, minerals and lignite.

Her technilogical progress has

lagged so far behind the Western world that many of the resOlr ce
slipolies remain untapped. 5
Strategically for America and the United Nations, India
holds the key to keeping the line in Asia against Communism.

If'

India should f'all to the Soviet domination then the whole of Asia
would just have to be wiped off the books and the iron curtain
would sweep down on the bulk of the world's population.
the free world would remain so

5

w0l11d

How long

be a wild guess on any man's

"India", Encyclopedia Americana, 1952, N. Y., 15, I-f
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part.

India, with her new found democracy and a gI'eat lead£.r,

premier Nehru, knows this.

They also recognize that unless the

masses of people are given the much needed social and economic
necessities to maintain life they will fall prey to the Russian
false promises of security_
point Four aid.

India was quick to make use of the

She promptly indicated t1:1e needs and her plans

for attacking the problems with Ameri can assistance.

She met

all qualifications necessary and .!:laS faced up nobley to her responsibilities in the entire program.
In the field of agriculture the most successful
has been the

ru~al

development projects.

aporoac~

Each project covers

300 villages with 200,000 inhabitants and employs about 125

specially trained village wopkers and a small staff of American
and Indian experts.

The project aims are to increase food output

provide potable water, foster irrigation, introduce fertilizer,
teach reading and Vlri ting, devise better tools .. improve village
workshops, farm production, marketing and credit cooperatives
and better the forms of land ownership.
In this way the problems in India are attacked from
every angle possible and through patience with a culture so aged
a.nd geared to the slowest kind of progress, Point Four is helping
the infant democrfilcy move toward her goal of improving the living
standar'd of 100,000,000 peasants.
Agricultural centers have been opened in seventy-four
places, covering all the states Cif India, and many more are in
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the planning stage.
Indian officials point to concrete results already
achieved by Point Four, such as 800,000 acres of land brought
under cultivation by reclamation and an increase in grain production of 200,000 tons per year.
The success has been achieved by the simple method of
American technicians working in shirt sleeves along side of Indian workers in the plain Amerlcan "show-how It method of approach.
One problem brought under control 1n India, Iran, and
pakistan through Point Four cooperation is the locust hordes
which plague the farmers in the Middle East, som€;) parts of Africa
and South Asia leaving famine 1n their wake.
Locusts come in cycles, and 1951 was a bad locust year.
The United States loaded small planes into giant DC-4 Skymasters
and with powerful American made insectivide the small planes
sprayed thousands of acres of land .~·1i11ie.m Mabee, of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, directed the Point Four locust control
operations with scientists from Iran, India and Pakistan coortdinatlng t :e aerial work with the groum efforts.

With all nations

in the area fighting the locusts as a common enemy ther e is hope
thrt in a few years the locusts will never again plague the ancient lands of the East.

6 "Fight For Food", Dept. cf State pub. 4534, Econ.
Coop. Series 31, Apr. 1952, Div. of Pub., Off. of ~lblic Affairs

INDONESIA
..,

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$11,531,000

(Unavailable)
169
102

Politically speakJ.ng Indonesia presents a problem for
point Four and, as tl16 New York Times puts it, aid goes to this
country lIunder wrapsfl.

The question of political soundness

looms ever in the minds of critics of the newly formed local
government and the Mutual Secur ity Agency for it t s assistance
to this embryonic democracy.
\~e

must try to understand this Republic before we

criticize, and we must look at both sides of the picture.
Indonesil:ms were ruled by tr:e Dutch for centuries.

The

Although the

Dutch fostered progress in technological development and improvments in agricultural methods, they kept the natives almost totally ill1 terate.

Once in awhile the Dutch wO\11d select a young

Indonesian for study in Holland colleges, but as these students
learned of the freedoms enjoyed by other peoples they
rebelled against Dutch domination.

freq~;ently

The rebels were always thrown

into jail, usually for life.
When the Japanese took over these "jail birds". being
the only educated natives, wex>e put into power in a puppet govern
mente

When the Japanese were defeated the puppet government

threw the Jape out and refused to tDrn the government back to
the Dutch.

The new Republic apoealed their case to the United

Nations Bnd was granted irrlependence from Holland.
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Thus the

...
58
..,

Dutch lost out for good and much ill feeling and misunderstanding
have g:ro;. n out of the situation.

There are frequent riots, blood

shed and general upheaval in Indonesia right along.
The government today is one of pu.re oligarchy.

Its

leaders are all under fifty because, as one leader stated it, the
older and ignorant men were never. t.hrown into jail where a free
government was being planned, so we have an army, as it were, of
five star generals and privates but no captains.
no free elections in Indonesia.

Why?

There have been

Because 90 per cent of. the

people are illiterate, people who cannot read cannot rule.

They

cannot understand words like democracy, elect, judici£iry

par-

liament.

Ol~

Those captains must first be provided from the ranks.

The oligarchs of Indonesia are providing education on a mass basi
t~nd

tor adul ts

children alike educating the people along the

of free democratic rule.

As one Indonesian leader put it:

"The

best we can hope for is to make our people understand the big
ideas of

govern~ent,

what we call the five principles.

Belief in

God, Nationalism, Humani ty, Sovereignty of the People, Social
Justice." 7
Indonesia is a vast area of rich resources.

From one

end of the country to the other is fa.rther than from New Yor'k to
Berlin.

Throughout much of the country there are no schools, no

7

James A. Michener,

Y., 1952, 166

~

Voice

2£~,

Bantam Books,
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"papers a.nd no cornr"unlcations. 8

tlefii>

If Point Four aid can help to speed up the educating
of these people and prepare them for democratic government, then

tew will question its justification for operating under the
present conditions.
Point Four aid has gone to Indonesia in technical aid

tor bettering

I

he educational sys tern, improving health conditions

in modernizing tLe fishing industry, and establishing cottage

Industries and setting up pa.rasol, leather" wood and ceramics
factories.
rrhere have been outri,crht gifts in some of the fields
mentioned above.

Such gifts range from a sawmill to 329,050

spades and include hybrid corn seed, obstetric kits, ploughs and
dental equipment.
More than one-third of the 80,000,000 popUlation is
atricken with malaria each year.

Point Four technicians are

assisting the Indonesian government in a vast anti-malaria spraying Cfi;;;paign.

Some promising yeung Indonesians are being trained in
the United Stutes.

8

James A. Michener" The Voice of Asia, 157-179
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NEPAL
:~;544,202

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Starr, 1953

(Unavailabl e )

10
12

Nepal is an indeoendent kingdom about the size of Alabama with a population of approximately 9,000,000 on tne southern
slope of the Himalayas,

betwee~

Tibet and northeastern India.

Little hHS been known of this ancient kingdom wher'e
one Point Four expert from America--Robert S. Sanford, Bureau or
Mines engineer--estimates only 30 Americans have ever visited.
Nepal is primarily an agricultural country with 54,000
square miles of densely popLllated land.
af'e ancient and poor in production.

Agricultural methods

'l'he primary objective of

Point Four is to improve these methods and increase output.
Mr. Sanford said of Nepal:

"The one big thing about Nepal is

that all the people work very, very hard to eern their food, but
they are far better fed than in many underdeveloped countries. 1I 9
Point Four is operating in Nepal in village development
projects vhic!:} include imprOVements in public health, agricultural adva.neements and education programs.

'rvaining for university

students is transmitted from the American experts t;.rougb. Nepali
teachers trained in Indian univer sit~es.
One Nepalese st ,dent hes been trained for 2i year's in
the United States at the Bureau of Reclamation Engineering Center

9 Florence Taafre, "Nepal, Known to Few ii.mericans,
~pens ',lay For Point IV", U,S. Itf(ft of Int., 1951, 36-38
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in Denver, Co1orado and at the University of Iowa at the expense
of his own country.

Others hope to follow this line of training.

Point Four and Nepalese technicians are conducting sur'lays to start small power plants for small industries and in
mining and mineral possibilities of the country.

PAKISTAN
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Statt, 1953

$22,838,000
$12,254,000
222
80

Pa.kistan, along 't,ith India, became an independent democratic nation in 1947.

The tremendous problems of adjustment,

relocation of citizens end the improvement of economic conditions
present a stagf,·ering challenge to this child of democracy.
Relations between India and Pakistan have been stretchad to the breaking point many times.
differences has been widespread.

The clash over rel.igious

Because of religiou s differences

millions were forced to pick up, bag and baggage, and mOIl e frtom
Pakistan to India or from India. to Pakistan in the geographic
~lvision of the two nations.

These problems together with limited recources--her
IPrimary

r~sources

are grain, ···timber and jute growing--backwa.rd

production methods, limited power tacilities and, in general,
widespread poverty put Pakistan in great need of Point Four
assistance.

Also the threat of Communism is of grave importance
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in this nation'" so neer the Soviet sphere of operation. 10
Point Four aid has included agric'11 tura.l-industrial
development institutes to train workers and demonstrate effect.
iveness of village-selt-help

p~ograms;

the setting up of a

forest research labaratory to assist Pakistanis in the developITlent of' forest products industri~s;

locust control;

public

health pf'ograms; and public administration housing control.
Pakistan has obtained technical assistance from the
united Nations agencies, and private and public organizations

and agencies of one kind or another in her effort to improve
the economic progress and security of her nation.

THE

MIDDLE

EAS'l' AND AI<'fU CA

EGYPT

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$3,425,000
$4,252,000

129
82

Egypt, like other Middle Eest countries, is constantly
under

t.~e

threat of Communism, and as such is of vital importance

to tt,e rest of the free na tions

01"

the wo!'ld.

Egypt has suffered at the hands of exploitation, war
and internal upheaval for generations.

She presents problems of

10 Information through this paragraph on Pakistan was
taken in part from Encyclopedia ~merlcana, 1952, N. Y., and from
Point Four InformatIon Packet, U.S. Govt., Print. Off.
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great magnitude in the fields of disease, low health standards,
illiteracy and agricultural backw$rdness.

Point Four assistance

has gone into effect in each of these fields.
Techniques developed in replanting the American dustbowl are being employed on the l5,000-acre demonstration area on
which Point Four experts are working.

The Egyptians estimate

they will recover 3,000,000 acres this way, Americans are more
skeptical.

Given the American techniques it is uncertain what

they can accomplish in this desert still strewn with land mines
and shells from the invasion ot the German Afrika Corps in V;Jor1d

In 1952, Point Four started to build 60,000 latrines
at a cost of $1.80 each whereby human waste can be sanitarily
disposed of and cut down the incident of dangerous disease
spread.
In-service publio health nurses are being trained in
public health activities.
A new type water-repellent brick developed by American
experts on the spot is being used to build 20 demonstration
houses cheap to ccnstruct to aid in training and planning futUre
settlement of housing shortages.
Egypt has 200 technicians being trained in the United
States.

ETHIOPIA
$2,400,000
$500,000

U. S. cost 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

20
67

In Ethiopia Point Four survey teams were given a cold
reception and work progressed slowly because American experts
e constantly burdened with the job of selling the projects
local officials.
However, EmpeI'or Haile Salassie is greatly interested
in agricultural improvements and advancements in agrlcu1tu.I.... al
educrtion.

One secondary agricultural school has been opened.
Ethiopia is planning to spend $5,000,000 for an agX'i-

culture and mechanical college.

The United States is giving

limited funds and expert staffs to speed the completion of this
institution.
For handicr>aft training, $50,000 has been provided.
An

Ame~can

school administrator has been named associate director

of the Empress Menen Handicraft School.
Surveys are 'tjelng conducted into the resources for
irrigation and power development.
Valuable public health, disease control and perscnal
iene information has gone into Ethiopia through Point Four
jects.
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IRAN
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$43,740,000
$16,170,000
230
250

Iran, vulnerable as she is to Communism, is of great
str;, tegic importance to the democratic nations of the world hence
point Four aid has been pushed with urgency on the part of both
the United States and Iran.
The countries of Iran and Iraq benefit from outside
capital investment in oil production, but the fields of agriculture, education and public health for the nation as a whole are
1n desperate need of change and irnorovement.
In the field of agriculture Point Four has set up research training programs in seed, planting, irrigation, and harvesting methods where technicians are being trained to work as
county agents.

Villagers have been assisted in setting out

thousands of seedling trees

a~d

technical aid has been given in

training for forest conservation.
Livestock stations llave been established for long range
livestock improvement.
jackasses and

ch~cks

Breeding flocks of sheep, goats, cattle,

have been improved.

Courses are being offer

ed in veterinary and demonstrations throughout the country in the
vaccination of live stock are being conducted.
Alrnost 9,000 villages have been sprayed witn DDT to
help control malaria.

Dusting and delousing demonstrations
65

~-------.
66
llelped ward off"" a lice-borne tyP{\Us epidemic.

tl'housands were

given typhoid immunization shots in a project demonstration.
aundredS (,f sanitary latrine covers have been supplied.
118al th and x-ray units have been put into operation.

Mobile

Medical

oolleges are being helped to expand facilities.
In the field of' education training has been provided

tor 1,200 rural teachers and villages without schools are being
encGuraged to establish them.
Surveys are being conducted in port organization, highflay construction and msintenance, railway maintenance, airways

oper'ations, industrial, mineral and wa tar reSOilr cespossibili ties.

IRAIq!,

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953
In a

8

1

;~2,056,OOO

$16,621,000
65
9H

rvey conducted by the Internr.tional Bank for

Reconstruction and Development this statement was made of Iraq:
"Today the people of Iraq for the most part suffer from dire
poverty.

• •• In a country like Iraq principal empi:asis will in-

evitably need to be placed on the development of agriculture. ,,11
Here, as in Iran, foreirn investments are developing

f,

11 ~ Economic Development 2£ Ira
International
Bank for ReconstructIon and DeveloplT:ent, Wash ngton, D. C., 1952,
96-97
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tbe oil industry with large sU$s of capital, but the effects on

local standard of living cannot be far reaching for the nation

.s

e:

wIlole since the per capita

income still rerLains at the

poverty level.
Iraq, like EgYPl ,;.8.S' put up greater capital investment
1n Point Four pr'ojects than has the United States.

.lith the help

of American design and construction engineers, irrigation special
uts and ground water geologists Iraq is planning a multi-purpose
development of the 'rigris ... Eu.phra.tes waters.
Point Four helped in setting up a land development
program wbare 10,000 ramilies were settled on state-owned lands.
Aid was riven in reclamation, agronomy, housing and cooperative
experts to train local staffs to carryon the

pro~ram.

Point Four locust control programs in conjunction with
the Iraqis saved millions of dollars' worth of crops.
Aid is going into a survey of highway construction
and maintenance.
Point Four is financing t.he establishment of new school ,
lc;proving present schools and advancing public health facilities.

ISRFi;.L
$3,728,000
;j$l, 211,000

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

71
88

Isreal is another nation where independence is not
firmly established.

Sue hits received a lot of financial and

material aid from a variety of sources throughout the wopld.
countless dollars have been sent from American citizens in one
Isreali fund

rai~ing

campaign after another.

In a nation torn

by civil strife from war-like massacres to social animosity on

the part of her citizens and neighbors and a nation where over
1,000,000 immigrants have come in a few short years demands are
very preat on the available resources.

~

In the problems of resettlement and development Isreal
has found it necessary to apply for Point Four aid.

Point Four

funds huve p.:nne primarily into agricul tUl'e development and 1m..
provement.
Limited funds have gone into programs to develop fertilizer, potash, petro-chemical and ceramics plants and other
small industry proje6ts.
Sanitary engineers are engaged in programs fc,r purifi ...
oation of water and milk supplies.

Public health programs are

being augmented.
At first Isreali officials viewed Point Four as another
SUnply pro[!.'rrun but tley soon learned that it is a self-help and
tecrmical advice
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U. s. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$6,456,000
$531 ,000
.

02
77

Jordan, like Isreal, India and Pakistan, has been subjected to a changing population with all its economic, social and
poli tical repercussions brought about by the changing of boundries and establishment of new and independent nations.

Jordan has the task of resettling 500,000 landless re~gee

Arab farmers from Palestine.
,Hth Point Four funds work has begun on the Yarmuk

Rlver-Jol'dan Valley irrigation
he

agrlcultur~l

PJ.'O

ject in the hope too t many or

difficulties can be obiated.

The project is

to create 120,000 acres of arable land, where 21,000
can be settled.

Also in the agricultural field grain

torage is being improved and agricultural machinery is being
is tr Ibuted.
In the field of education Point Four is helping Jordan
ild and equip a teachers college in Amman.
In the public health progrl;,rn a maternity hospital 1s
built and local technicians are being trained in public
advancements.
Industrially mineral deposits in the Dead Sea are being
xtracted, manganese is being surveyed in southern Jordan and the
evelopment of tourist trade is being encC'uraged by Point Four.

L J::,BAN ON
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
starf, 1953

$6,515,000
$799,000
109
94

Lebanon, a country about the si ze of Connecticut and lying north of Palestine on the eastern
ecige of the Mediterranean contains only 4,000 8u ............,'"'
miles inhabIted by over a million persons •••• Twothirds of the ihhahitants live in the rural ar'sas
and agric'ul ture is the country's principal support. Mostly fruits and garden vegetables are produced in the land now under c1;ltivrtion. Because
of a deficiency in the production of cereal crops,
Lebanon has to iT~ort large quantities of wheat,
barley and corn.
J
Because of tL.e need for increased food output a.nd
irrigation Point Four has been primarily concerned with the preconstruction survey of the Litani River basin drainage area. in
southern Lebanon, which would bring power, il'rige tion and rura.l
improvement to more than one third of the nation.
There has been much opposition to the Point Four program in Lebanon, however J and unless the pending a.greements for
projects are signed by the Lebanonese goverrunent Point Four will
be forced to reassign technicians elsewhere.

The 1953 apnropriation for Lebanon is $3,000,000, but
the prospect of her losing this is evident because of the lack
of coopere.tlon.

Leba.non resents U. S. vacillation in the Middle

East, JUtlerican support of Isreal, suspects Point Four of politi-

12 "Litan! i1iver, "Bank Reserve" of Lebanon", U.S.Dept
of the Int., U.S. Govt. Print. ff., 1951, 31
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aspirations and is extrE.Jely sensitive over their newly-ac-

qu1 r ed independence and sovereignty.

Futhermol~,

both Christians

,nd Moslems were put out because Point Four aid was given to the
ican University of Beirut--a center of Syrian ir>redentism-_passing the Universite Saint-Joseph, a Jesuit university which
he.S a larEe local clientele.

French toes were trod upon when the

point Flour' program barged into other areas of the education field
Here is the first example of real discouragement Hnd
ssible failure of the Point Four ,)rogram in operation on a
tionwide scale.

There have been projects fail in some instance

but in all other C'ountri eS the vast majority of Point .
ogram activities undertaken have been successful.

LIBERIA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$2,634,000
$1,383,000
5
84

Liberia was the first country to sign a general Point
agreement w:tn.ich embraces its entire economy.

Development

s being carried on by direct contra.cts, ap;reements with United
agencies and full 'use of Point Four.
Programs range from aerial mapqing to public health
SslsLance.

Plant materials from demonstration nurseries are

istributed at cost to farmers, an extension program has been
ntroduced at several secondary 8chools, a forestry survey is
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llndopway and. farm marketing

I:md

credit cooperatives are being

organized.
Technical advice is being given on highway constr;)ction
a.na maintenance, design of public buildings, installation of muni
cipal services, improvement of fiscal administration, improvement of port facilities, development of meteorological services,
study of hydr'oelectric

pot~ntialities

of rivers and research in

agricultural engineering, insect and animal pests and fisheries.
Public health services are being expanded and clinics
are being built in the hinte;·lfmds.
Vocational education and teacher training programs
a.re being fostered through Booker Washington Institute, the
University of Liberia and other Liberian Institutions.
Liberia is attacking her economical and social problems
from every possible angle and attempting to obtain the most
efficient results from Point Four aid.

LIBYA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

4~2, 770 ,000

$929,000
30
60

Libya was formerly a colony of Italy and received
inde.pendence only in January 1952 under the United Nations.

In

1938 t is colony had a population of 888,000 and in the entire

.

population there were but nine college graduates.
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It is"'pl.9in to see why much of Point Four aid is earJD!lt'ked for education.

Elementary education has now been made

cODlPulsOt>y and Point Four is helping to establish a complete
publiC school system.

Tecrmical, clerioal, teacher and agricul-

tUL'e trainIng and edllcation for the blind and. handicapped a . .'e
being expanded where such schools exist and establisned where
thEWdo not exist already.
The main stay of life here is agriculture.
sections of this African country are barren desert.
pal crops are olives, dates, barley and grapes.

Yet vast
The princi-

Point FOllr sur-

veys are underway to develop means of using the supplies of surface water for irrigation 'and thus inorease the growth of cereals
vegeta t.:l es and other crops.
A

system of' grading and scrting wool has been introduce

and growers get five cents per pound more for the graded product.
Ninety Libyans are in training under Point Four at the
capital in plumping, eleotrical work ano other skilled trades so
badly needed throughout this desert nation.

SAUDI ARABIA

u.

S. cost, 1951-53
Local oontribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$1,776,000
:~l, 750 ,000
30
38

In Saudi Arabia the Point Four proeram met a diffioult
kind of problem, namely .. of helping that tribal and very conserv ...
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country adjust to sudden wealth.

'flle

colossal 011

r.qenue s were Channeled into useful directions and at the same

t1m e the machinery of a modern state government was put into
operation.
A monetary agency was established giving. Saudi Arabia
a bank issue, a treasury and a fiscal and banking system.

Agriculture, li:-<;ited though it is due to water scarcity
18 being expanded by American assistance.

Weter

sur~y

teams

are locating underground water supplies and drilling wells.

Dam

sites are being selected and aerial geological survey is being
planned.
A community development demonstration project is getting underway in the remote southern highlands.
A public health laboratory for the production of serums
is being founded.
Work has been started to expand the Damman-Hiad railway
to the Red Sea of Jedda.
In education programs Point Four has started two new
schools.

LA TIN AMERICA

Aid from tie United States has been going to some of
the Latin American countries since 1942 when the Institute of
Inter-American Affairs was established.

This program operated

on the sarne self-help basis the, t, the Point Four program is designed to work.

The benefiting country must put up part of the

necessary capital, sign an agreement with the United State and
cooperate to the fullest possible extent with North Ameri can
experts.
Some time ago, Mr. John W. White wrote two articles on
the successes in Latin America of the Inst1tute of Inter-American
Affairs, often referred to simply as II-AA.

With reference to

the future possib1lities of the Poin t Four program in these
'ountries he wrote:

IILiving standards in Latin America have been

boosted by a U. S. projeot that sets a pattern for our Point Four
program./ll3

Speaking of the job done in public health he wrote:

"Disease and poverty are being <miven from the great river valley
basin by an American-launched program, "':hieh in one Brazilian
to',m has cut the yearly death rate from 20 per 100 to 7. ,,14

13 John W. ~'ihite, "We're Building A Better Hemisphere"
Reprinted from Collier's, Jan. 27, 1951
14 John ~~. vvl1ite, "Miracle On The Amazon", Reprinted
from Collier's, Feb. 3, 1951
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When the Point Fou p program was started and the Mutual
security Agency founded all aid programs were brought under this
Agency.

The II-AA programs thus came under the l'lSA.

Many writer

on the subject in Latin American references still call it Il-AA
while others credit all the success in these oountries to the
very recently formed Point Four· program, which could not possibly
have achieved such ends in two years.
In the pages whic·. follow Point Four activi ties in the
Latin American countries will be discussed.

It is not possible

to indicate where II-AA projects left off and Point Four began.
In some instances there was simply a continuation in others a
whole new area was entered into by Point Four.

There has been

no attempt made here . 0 separate the two fieldS of American
assistance.
Four.

All references will be made with regard to Point

The reader is reminded to keep in mind Point Four personn-

el know which jobs were completed by II-AA and whioh jobs are
being done now by Point Four.
The purpose here is to show some of the successes
e.cnieved and also to show what fields of endeavor the American
dollars are now being spent in these countries.

Each country has

been taken separately because, though the problems are baSically
the same, each one has geographical, climatiC, natural resource
and social problems peculiar to it alone which have been attacked
by Point Four experts.

BOLIVIA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

~p2,830,000

$850,000

54 15
60

Bolivia, comprising an a .C'ea co,parable to Texas,
New Mexico and Louis:Lana combined, is rich in mine als whiCh constitute 90 per cent of its total export. • •• Most of the country's 4,000,000 people
aI'e concentrated on tLe broad platea.u known as
"Altiplano", between the two great ranges of the
Andes. It is on thi s pla in, wbi ch averages 13 g00
feet in altitude, that the minerals are mined. 1
Political upheavals and economic troubles harass Point
Four work in Bolivia, but publ ic health centers have been succes s
fully establIshed in the mining area.
These centers treat the large Indian population and
teach the rudiments of sanitatin.

Maternity centers provide

pre-natal and lying-in facilities for Indian women who formerly
had their babies in the fieldS.
Experimental farm stations have been set up and an agricultural college and health center is planned.
for training teachers is operating but the rural

A normal school
SC11001

system

was disr;Jpted by revolution.

15 Will Lissner, "Point 4 Promotes Better Life In 3b
Nations, Survey Finds lt , The New York Times, Jan. 12, 19b2, 10-11.
Figures on Point Four expendI'tureS'Tn LatIn America haveoeen tak
en from the Times ap:ain, along with the data, unless specified in
sepHPate footnote, on t;'e progress of Point Four activi ties.
16

"Bolivian Ore Experiment Is Under Way Here", U.S.

Dept. of the Int., U.S. Govt. Print. Off., 1951, 33
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BRAZIL
;~6 t 428 t 700
~t14,160,OOO

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

281
162

Brazil gets the larp:est Point Four outlay of funds.
Brazil also contrib.1J;es more than twice the amount that the
United States spends, all this adds up to the biggest Point Four
program in all Latin America.
In an all out effort to

imp~ove

economic status, mater-

ial progress and soclal well-being Brazil has conducted large
surveys with the help of American experts,

To implement

tm pro-

jects studied under these surveys loans from the Export-Import
Bank and the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development are being negotiated,
United States tec:nicla.ns are working with Brazilians
to improve the rubber output and to teaeh farmers to use modern
"lechanized agricultural equipment and methods.
A Point Four project

oper~ites

industrial teachers'

training schools.
Point:. .I'lour funds go into a wide va.riety of publi c
health and sanitation programs throughout Brazil.
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CHILE
~~2,.:no,200

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$2,400,000

61
43

Point Four has set up an agricultural development proI"ram in Chile.
Technical as;;istance is also being given in some med ...
ium and small industries to increase productivity.

Aid has been

glven to a geological sllrvy, development af low-cost housing and
work in vital statistics.
A vigorous pre-Point Four public health program has
been operating since 1943.

'J'dth United states aid, Chile has

built 224 miles of sewers in thirteen communities, provided water
supplies in villages, set up five health centers, equi9ped a
School of Public Health, housed the Bacteriological Institute
and built two hospitals.

COLOMBIA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

~~l, 738,400
100 , 000
'':~3
11"

61
37

'llhe Colombian government has launched a many-sided
development program and

1'18s

enlisted the aid of the special

agencies of the United Nations and many specialized agencies.
Point Four f1' s into their seheme like it Vvas made to order.
79
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American experts are assisting in tLe all-out agricllltural effort to Get away from the one crop, coffee, economy which
has for so lonr been practiced in Colombia.
Rubber is being expanded with new vigor.

Coal mlning,

81most never touched before, is being instituted by Point Four
development.

Advice has been given in the development of commer-

cial end government avibt1on.
Americans are

train~ng

Colombians in public rlealth work

malaria control devices end sanitation and persGnal hYE;iene pro-

COSTA RICA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$2,271,700
~\i700,OOO

The agricultural extension orograms have been very
successful in Costa Rica nnder American guidance.

Since' the

country has many small landowning farmers thi s type of prop:ram
is adapted easily to their

sy~tem

of farming.

The agricultural experiment center at Ttlreialba has be-

crne the ma.in base of United States Point Four aid. in Central
li.merica.

It develops better plant species, hybridizes sturdier

stock, improves seeds and teaches scientific farming and good
animal husbandry.
Costa Ricans trained by Americans have taken over the

L~--------------

I

r.---------.
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extension service ';;hich has permeated Costa rlican agriculture
':,ith marked reSi,lts.

Costa Ricans lmder Point Pour medical dir-

ectors opera'te sanitary units, dis:Jensaries, malaria control,
drainage, water supply and hospital improvement projects.

CUBA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

:$427,000
$75,000

29
17

The island country of Cuba has been enjoying prosperity
during the war years and sinee because ni' the high world sugar
prices.

How long t.his prosperity 'rill last is unpredictable.

'rhe.I.'"'efore, one of the major problems for Cuba and Point Four experts is the development of other economic income resources.
Some success has been met in the development of a
disease-resistant kenaf plant v.ith· a high ;yield per acre.

Kenaf

is a member of the ambary plant family wfd.ch pre,duces a jute like
fIber used for making bags, .['opes and like products.

This nro-

duct is bei!1[ developed because it is of great domestic value,
can reduce import needs, and diversify exports.

Although the

Cubans have snent millions of dullars in developing processing
maChinery other mechanical problems have to be wGl'ked out before
a large kenaf ino.u stry can be unaertaken.

Ameri can advic e is

being used in werking out these final mechanical and industrial
details.

r=--------.
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In addition to aidIng the overall economic situation in
Cuba t

is industry w ill be cf F.::'ea t value in taking up the slack

in the seasonal umemployment in the sugar industry.l?

DOiVlINICAN REPUBLIC

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$586,900
:$200,000
22

I?

Since April 1951 the Point Four program and the Domini-

can Goveronment have been teaching in the new six c(mcrete building
School of Arts and Craf'ts on the outskirts of Ciudad Trujillo.
'rhis institute teaches carpentry, cabinet-making, general mechanics, automobile mechanics, electrical work and radio
technique.
Point Four is also operating in the field of agric,!lture

in soil improvement and crop expansion.

Experiments are being

conducted at Licey al Media anc Piedra Blanca to increase the
output of tobacco and rubber.

17 Summary of Report On Cuba, "Findings und Recommendations of lI.n Economic DnG 'I'echnical'/;ission If, Intern) tiona1 Bank
POI' Reconstruction and Development, Washington, D. C., 1951.
Info:'mation ta~en from this reoort on the develo:Jment of the plann ~d
kenaf industry helps to give a true oicture of the problems Point
Four faces in Cuba.

¥
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i.:.CUADCIH

u.

:~2,737 ,600
$2,100,000

S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1~153

74
56

bcuador', like other Latin Ameri can countries, can point
ith nride to the results achieved by American aid in the past
ten yeaps.

1\

six-fold increase in the potato

c~:"op

resulted from

merican technical advice, which helped control a blilht tLat had
wiped out 75 per cent of the potato crops ju:ot a few year's before.
Production of' cacao has again been made one of Ecuadorls
ost

i;l~portant

broom" blight.

exports by bringing UncieI' control the "witches
Similar research is being carried on now by the

Point Four experts in rubber, essential oils and drug plunts.
Ecuadorians trained in the United States noVJ hold high
positions with the public health systems which American aid helped establish.

The cases of yaws have been cut from 10,000 to

1,000 cases in two years in one area.
In the National School of Nursing where North American
nupses were training local nurses the staff has been reduced frcm
fou,:-' nurse-aciministrators to one nurse advisor, the work is beinr
gradually taken over by the EClladorian nurses trained uncle;:- the
American programs.
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bL SALVADOR
~}l

,165,000
$1,100,000

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contrib;~tion
Trainees
Staff, 1953

57
38

El :3alvador has for some years been devoting all the
resources she can muster to achieve a balanced development program.

The United Nations and many othel" international and inter-

American a.gencies are cooperating.
~dded

Point Four assistance is just

to Lhe total effort of the vast program.
~ath the help of ten Ameri can agriculture experts a

variety of corn has been developed which yields f(Jrty-five to
sixty bushel per acre agaInst the native corn with a yield of
twelve.

Sorghum cane was crossed until a variety yielding three

crops per year from one olanting \'1as developed.

A rice veriety

yielding 75 per cent more per acre and sesame yielding 1,000 as
ag:.:inst 600 pounds per acre have been found.
A mulc!ing tec.mique is being work.ed out to increase

coffee production by 116 per cent.

15,000 coopecating: farmers

are cooperating with Point I"our and Salvadorian experts on \;111s
nrogram.
Surveys aI'e being conducted to increase power and
other industrial development wcrks, for which Salvadorians are
r):'epa.:'ed to provide a substantial amcunt of the necessary cap1 tal
and lean on the United States to fucnish the "know-how".
84

GUA'fENiJ1.LA

;p:,416,000

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

;~;500,OOO

o

11

Communist and nationalist hostilities have hampered
Four efforts in Guatemala and the country has been for ced
on most of its improvements alone.
',~heat

production has bel::m improved through the use of

seed supolied by the United states and better farming
introduced by Americans.
Point Four has been able to get better rubber plants
o use.

Agricultural extension stations started by Americans

re being run by Guatemalans trained by the United States techni-

Point Four is assisting in the development of this
vital oils industries.

HAITI

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
'I'rainees
Staff, 1953

$1,394,000
~i900 ,000
36
32

Haiti, like other Latin American Republics, held gone
a long 'Nay in develop'?ent p:>ior to Point Four.

Most outstanding

of that contry 1 s projects has been the i0rigation of 75,000 acre
program carried out by United Nations, United States and French
ies.
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Point Four is continuing programs started under the
II-Arl. program.

One Amari can technician is developing a credit

union system, something entirely new to this country.

Other p.£'o-

jects include public health orograms, ed:Jcation, welrare and housing proo j8ctS.

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Starr, 1953

$1,561,000
$2,100,000
38

35

Honduras is porbably tLe least developed of all Central
American Republics.

However, the government sees the need and

is using every ava.ilable means to encc:urage development.

Private

agencies, private industry, public agencies and Point FouI' tecrmicians are all wot"king to improve living conditions, increase agriculture output and better the health and sanitation conditions
of t1)eentire country.
A United States Corporation has established a PanAmerican School of Agriculture.

Point Four is working wit, this

school in training native personnel in the field of agricultural
netltods.
The Honduras government has set up a similar school on
Olancho Valley where Point Four experts are assigned to the starr.
Public health and san1tatlol'! improvements have cut
down an epidemic, purified water and introduced new medicines

87

...
trlrough Point Four aid ..

ME:XICO
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$1,599,000
$720,000

102
44

One might think a. nation such as Mexico, with great
atural resources W:lere settlement by the white man came long
efore settlement in the United States and being a next door nei
or of the United States, should not be listed in the underdevelop
ed column.

Nonetheless, that is Where Mexico is listed and whole

reas in that nation have had a poverty-stricken status for gen...
erations.
Me"xico has been repeatedly torn from within, as have so
many Latin-Amerioan Republics, by revolution, political uprisings
and civil strife.
FOr"eir:n capital has been invested in industries

~nch

as oil in large sums, but for the most part it has been on an
exploi tation basis and the country has not benefited meas'urably
from such ventures.
Tourist trade is an important source of income to Mexic
and th.;:·ough this, and some vital industries there are oortions
of the country Which can now be listed in the semi-developed
column.
other industries are being expanded through Point Four

88

...
assistance.

An example of t <·i s is the fish and shrimp industry

where American experts are working with the Mexicans in expanding
18
the field for greater home use and export.
Multi-purpose hydroelectric development is being encouraged by American advisors.
On the public heal t h "side of the ledger malaria hl:.ts
been brouht under control.

Mucn has been accomplished in im-

proving sanitation thereby, epidemios have been out down, and
personal hygiene practioes have been improved.
In tl:e field of eduoation Mexico and the United States
~ave

long had a praotioe of exchanging students and this praotice

is still being carried on under Point Four.
Just as living next door to a DuPont will not make an
American rioh,so, too, being a nation bordering on the United
States will not make Mexico rich or developed.

But through the

recogniti<?n of the social, ethical, economic eni political obligations of one nation to another and the extension of technical
American "know-how" t,lrough Point Four "show-how" self-help basis
this neirhboring country, along with the 35 other nations participating in the pt'op;ram, can raiBe the sta.ndard of living of her
populatio~

to the point were she can be listed with the developed

nations of the world.

18 Stillman '~Vright, "Expanding The Fishing Industry In
Underdeveloped Countries", U.S. Dept of the Int., U.S. Govt. Print

Orf., 1951, 16
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...
~C~hen

this goal is reached, Mexico can stretch a friendly

Ihand a.cross the border and say:

"Gracias, f'ood neighbor".

NICARAGUA

U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
ffrainees
Staff, 1953

$1,488,000
$900,000
23
38

Point Four is continueing the training programs in publie health and sanitation originally started in Nicaragua by the
Rockefeller Foundation.
Point F'our has also taken over ir:Jprovement of livestock,
development of palm oil industry, inc'rease in fiber and lemon
grass as commercial crops, and stepping up of food output in general.

These are all program which were underway when Point Four

came jnto the country.
A new program engaged in by Point Four engineers is a
sVY'vey of the potentialities of irrigation and hydroelectric
power and geothermal power facilities.

The need for electrical

power is acute, only one per cent of the estimated hydroelectric
potential is installed.

Power is furnished principally by Diesel

generators using i:ported fuel oil arid by steam-driven generators
fired with wood-burning boilers. 19
19 "Experts Survey Nicaragua's Power Needs It, U. S. Dept ~
of the Int., U. S. Govt. Print. Off., 1951, 18-1S

PANAIVIA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$2,366,000
$1,000,000

49
45

The agric,d tural assistance from the United States has
Fnbde Panama self-sufficient in rice.

Point Four is training local personnel to take over the
field of social welfare.

A training center set up for this pur-

pose is the National University, where Dona Cecilia Remon, wife
of the PresidBnt, attends classes to increase her knowledge 1n
this field in which she has shown vi tal interest.
Because of t.he bacI{wardness of the natives it has been
necessary for medical technicians from the United States to work
with tribal chiefs in a medicine show

~ashion

to accomplish the

vaccination of 75,000 persons in the anti-tuberculosis pr·ogram.
Local political interference often disrupts agricultural
work, but the local press and public in general are so highly
in favor of Point Four the. t coopers tion is always forthcoming
in puttinv. down opposition.

PARAGUAY
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$3,098,000
$800,000

45
67

The most outstanding work in Paraguay has been in the
field of agriculture, despite kUe fact that she can show only nine

r
...
graduates of an agric'llture college.
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Kenneth R. Iverson, President of the Institute of InterAmerican Affairs, wrote of Paraguay:
In Paraguay a Point Four agricuihtural development oro gram is administered jointly by the Par'aguayan government and the Institute through a highly efficient coorpeJ>ative bureau, or servicio generally known as 'STICA (Servio1DTecnico Interamericana de Cooperacion Agricola). STICA has made it
possible to complete nine years of activity and
start a resettlement program which will eventually
embrace 100,000 farm families. The Bank of Paraguay finances resettlement, and STlCA provides the
demonstrations and training of men. The security
lies in STICA t strained supervi sion and its series
of agricultural projects which provide better seed,
better breeding stook2end instfllction in modern
agrioultural methods.
Mr. Iverson's statement quoted here only covers the
work in agricul ture in Paraguay.

Point Four is training local

students in a public health and nursery school;
olinics are in operation;

five general

a preventorium for cnildren suffering

from Hansen's disease is doing outstanding work;

and a project

for hospital organization is being worked out.
In the field of education Paraguay is benefiting from
AmericFon training in trade schools and normal schools. as well as
elementary and secondary schools.

Many students have been trained

in the United States and returned to help in the fight to improve
the standard of living' for the entire Republic of Paraguay.

20 Kennethc'R. Iverson, "Point Four Progress In Latin
America", Think, January 1952

PERU
U. s. cost, 1951-53
Local oontribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$3,818,000
$2,000,000
112
85

Peru ranks third in the wflOle vlo"ld in the number of
specialists sent to Lhe United States for training.

These train-

ed specialists r>eturn to pass on their new found wealth to the
nation.
Peru is not one of the prosperous nations.
Her 1949 income of seventy-seven dollars per capita
was one of the lowest in the Hemisphere. Her population (upwards of eight million) has to struggle
for subsistence with some of the most rugged geography in the world. The coastal plain is desert,
the Andes mountains are skyscrapers, the jungle on
the other side is ever ready to swallow up the
wor-ks of man •
••• The small (fifty-four thousand) force of
miners, on the contrary, receives no recruits. It
is a closed group of high altit.ude men. The mining force is a diminishing group. Occupational
diseases and accidents are constantly taking away
men who cannot be replaced. Many a miner feeling
that familiar, ominous L~ortness of breath leaves
the mines, unwilling to run further risk of the
respiratory diseases--the pneumoconioses, of which
silicosis is the gravest. Young men of the high
alti~udes are refusing to work in the mines nowadays because theY2~ave seen what s1licosis has done
to their fathers.
Because the minerals like. vanadium are important to
Peru and to the world Point Four has undertaken a projei!t to
study and eventually greatly decrease tle incidence of this great

21 Hazel O'Hara, "Dust In the Lungs tf , Point 4 In Action,
I1-1\1\, Inter-Amer. Reg. Off., TeA, u.s. Govt. Prin.t. Off., 1952
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I~leal th

problem affecting Peruvian miners.
These and other attempts at helping the natives of' this

rare atmosphere of 15.500 feet above sea level are being carrier
on by Point

Four~

Malaria has been almost completely wiped out in the port
of Chimbote, and other health and sanitation nrograms of training
and operation are going forward.
A "nuclear ll school system now has sixteen branches
where villages have built their own schoolhouses and teachers
lave been provided from a central regional school.
Food production in

agricultur~

and fish and wildlife

!has been greatly tncreased through the aid of speciallsts from
the United States.

URUGUAY
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local contribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$904,000
$500,000
50
22

Uruguay is a relatively advanced and prosperous Republic
in comparison with the othezt South Ameztican Republics receiving
Point Four aid.
Pressure from the Argentine is constantly put upon
Uztuguay

n(;~

to maintain too friendly and cooperative relations

with the United States.
The most outstanding work done in thiS country has been

r

~------------------------------------------------------------1
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in the joint public health service, which was established under
Point Four direction.
In this farthest away ne.tion in the hemisphere, only
time will tell which will win out the propoganda from outside
or the self-help aid program of the United States.

VENEZUELA
U. S. cost, 1951-53
Local oontribution
Trainees
Staff, 1953

$353,000
$1,200,000
11
11

Venezuela is rich in oil and has had great outsid e
capital investments.

The country has benefited from this but

there are still areas where development advice and assistance
are needed.
Venezuelans flave been eager to get Point Four help for
pioneerins programs and have in most instances paid most of the
expenses.

The Venezuelans in training under American specialists

have learned fast and have been quick to take the full responsibl1itles of projects started by iunerlcans.

The most recent hus

been in building potable water systems for the 70 per cent of the
people who live in towns of 5,000 population.

About 110 of t,ese

have been completed to greatly improve the hea,l th cond i tl ons of
the

citiz&~s

affected.

CHAPTER IV

PRIVATE CAPITAL AND

OTH:SH lNVESTI;'l:.NTS

IN THE UNDERDZVELOPED AREAS

One of the ultimate gOlds of the Point Four program is
tto induce private enterprise, American, native or both, to invest
lCapital for the establishment of industries and development of
tnatural resources of the underdeveloped countries.
As has been pointed out earlier in this paper, in many
pf the underdeveloped areas local conditions are such that they
~ake

the risks far too great for private capital to venture into

such an investment.
If Point Four can ope.rate in these areas in the fields
of public health, sanitation, education, agriculture and housing
long enough to remove the risks present today, then it can be
~oped

that private

capital will consider investment programs.

One of the basic aims of business. on the free enterprise
Ibasis is to make reasonable profits.

In order' to do so it is

necessary to have a healthy, well-fed, well-housed, well-clothed
and reasonably well-informed labor force.

Conditions of wide-

spread disease, illiteracy, poor hOUSing and general poverty95

r
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...
stricken standards are the obligations of society ancj not of

private enterprise to correct.

In the sections on ethical and

social reasons why trie United States should oarry on the Point
iF'our pr'ogram, covered in Chapter 11 of thi s papa'C', these problems
Mere thoroughly discussed.
Provisions in both the Act for International Development
~nd

the

~rutual

enterprise.
~nd8

Security Aot are aimed at the encouragement of free

To carry out the responsibility the TeA allocated

to the Department of Commerce to gather and dispatch infor-

mation to potential United States investors in underdevelooed
countries.
In the program which the Commerce department set up the
following are included:
l) pref,ara tion and publication of "Investment
Guides' for individual underdeveloped countries.
(During fiscal year 1952, work is under way on
suc!, g'lides fer Venezuela, Colombia, Brazil, Mexico
Turkey, Union of South Africa t India, Pakistan and
the Philippine Republic); 2) establisrunent cf
s:)ecial "Investment Clinics lt arranged through the
field offices of the Deoartment of Commerce in the
U. S. with interested local business groups to acquaint private individuals with conditions in
specific countries; 3) increase in the traditional work of the Department of Commerce in counseling
with interested businessmen upon the specific problems of interest to them in respect to overseas
investments; and 4) prepa.ration and publication·
of a "Census of Direct Amerioan Investments Abroad""

1 Point 4 Projects in Operation, July 1, 1950 through
December 31, 1951, Dept. of State TeA, U. S. Govt. Print. Off"
March 1952, 158
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In countries where private capital is available to
carry out highly technical operations but \':'.ere the necessary
scientific, engineering or technicsl skills are not available tl.e
United States has furnished these skills through the Point Four
program.
'L'he primary aim of' Poin t Four must be clearly understood
as having to do with the prevention of disease, illiteracy a.nd
dire poverty •. The elimination of these problems entail the humanitarian, ethieal, social, economic and political obligations
which the American taxpayer, as a free, democratic and Christian
member of

society~

has toward his fellowmen in all free nations

of the world.
These obligations do not carry with them the responsibi.
lity of laying out the huge sums of capital necessary to industrialize these nations, to establish up-to-date communication
systems, to build giant dams, bridges 0r super highways .. or construct hydroelectric power plants.

These humanitarian obligations

require that the Indian be taught to use a metal plow instead of
the wooden one his ancestor used 1 .. 000 years ago;

that the Bra-

zilian mother be trained in the rudiments of personal hygiene;
that malaria be wiped out in Bolivia;
to mine coal;

that the Indonesian be taught the meaning of a

free denocratic fovernmentj
read and write;
crops;

tLat the Afghan be taught

that the Pakistanis be taught to

that the Nepalese be taught the value of rotating

and 1n short that the tw'o-thirds of the world's population

~hioh

~ade
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...
goes to bed hungry every night be fed, clothed, educated,

well and adequately housed.
For large soale investment and industrialization of the

junderdeveloped areas of the world the International Bank fo;(' 1.1.e_
construction and Development has been established.
~ent

The establish-

of the International Bank was deoided at the Bretton Woods

Conference in 1944.

At the invitation of the United States 44

Inations met to lay plans for a new method of international financial and eoonomio oooperation in the postwar years.

2

Out of this

conference oame two oomplimentary institutions:
I} The International Bank, whioh was designed
to promote the international flow of capital for
productive purpoties and to assist financing the
rebuilding of devastated areas and the development
of the resources of member nations.
2) The International Monetary ~und, which was
created to assist in stabilizing international exchange, provide member nations with short-term
foreign exchange assistance, and has~en remova! of
artifioial barriers LC? international payments.
The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development, referred to in ;Jashington circles as the IBR&:D and in interpational circles as the World Bank, began operations in 1946.

2

It

See Appendix II for list of member nations in IBR&D

3 International Bank fer Reconstructi on am DeveloptfJent
P5239, j'iashington D. C., Revised Aug. 15, 1952
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has made 70 loans, amounting to over ;$1,400,000,000, in 26 of
its

,ember countries and two of their over seas terri tOl'ies.

payments of interest and principal

f:~om

All

borrowers hDve been re-

cei ved when d.1S •
The 1BH&D makes loans to the governments of nations and
to private enterprise wi thin the member cO:Jntries.

~~hen

loans are

made to private enterprise the nation where the reconstruction
or development work is to be carried on must be a member of the
1BR&D and must go on the loan as the Guarantor.
how the money is loaned to

th~

Regardless of

member the 1BR&D conducts a very

thorough investigation of the proposed project from every angle
betore the loan is granted.
The 1BR&D works as a special agency under the United
Nations.

It has as its ultimate goal to work itself out of busi-

ness, just as the Point l'''''our program aims at this final end.
fro give a detailed discL:ssion of the 1BR&D is not the
purpose of this paper, and, in .fact, is a subject for a wide
field of rE:search in itself.

The p')rpose in thi s very c:Jrsory

coverage here is to' show huw the 1BR&D vir-tually takes up where
Point Four leaves oft in the development o.f the.:nderdeveloped
countries.

CHAP'l'ER V

SUMMARY AND

CO~CLUSIONS

The low economic, sooial and political status of that
two-thirds of the world's population which lives in the underdeIveloped areas of the v,orld can no longer be ignored by the demoo~aoies

ot the world.
In these areas, despite the existence in many instbnces

pf

vast untapped resources, wide-spread disease, illiteracy,

ihunger and general human want and misery are oomlon.

E.ven where

oapital is available to develop natural resouroes the teohnioal
~nowledge

is lacking and the absence of a l::ealthy, well-fed, well-

olothed, and well-housed labor force makes it impossible to de~elop

the potentialities.
If left to fend for themselves these nations will fall
"

quiok and easy prey to the false pr'omises of Communism and the
iron curtain will be drawn around more than three-quarters of the
earth's surfaoe, shutting off from freedom the majority of human
life and seriuosly endangering the rest of the wor'ld.
With the end of isolation the world has become aware of
this great threat.

President 'I'ruman inoluded in his inaugural
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in 1949 a proposal for the United States to meet the

~ddress

ohallenge of this overwhelming problem.
The proposal happened to be the fourth point in the
foreign

poli~y

~ollowed
~een

division of this address, hence the program whIch

became known as the Point Four program.

any attempt to ohange the nomenclature.

There has never

The title is var-

iously written as "Point Four", '·Point 4" or IIPoint IV" depending
on the particular whim of the person writing on the subject.
The purpose of this paper has been to show how the
~nited

States Point Four program is attempting to meet and solve

the problems of t,l1s enormous humanitarian challenge.
The legislation passed to set up the Point Four program,
namely the "Act for International Development lt and the "Mutual
Security Act of 1951", were discussed in the first chapter.
The ethical, social, economio and political aspects of
the program were treated at length in Chapter II.

It was pointed

out that the material and social needs of these tree peoples presented to America, as a tree and democratic Christian nation, a
~oral,

sooial, eoonomic and political obligation.

That this was

without question the philosophy behind the enactment of the program has been made clear by presenting the arguments of the designers of legislation and the first directors of the program.
To SUbstantiate the stand on the moral and soclal obligations arguments from authorities in the fieldS of ethics and
sociology wer.e pressed into serVice.
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Chapter III was devoted to giving a bird s eye view of
1

IWh8t has taken place in the 35 nations receiving Point Four aid.

iA dollars and cents run-down on just Lew the money has been spent
~p

to December 1952, including also the amounts appropriated for

1953 up to June 30 when the fiscal year ends, was presented for
each participuting

~untry.

Since one of the ultimate goals of Point Four is to
encourage private

c~pital

investment in the job of developing

ithese underdeveloped areas, Chapter IV treated this subject.
Steps taken by the Mutual Security Agency were discussed.

A cur-

sory coverage of the part the International Bank for Reconstruction and Development plays in t:le over-all program was a1 so included in this chapter.
Point Four operates in close coordination with the
special agencies of the United Nati',ns such as WHO (World Health
Organization), FAG (Food and Agricultural Organization), ILO
(International Labor Organization), UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Social, and Cultural Organization), and with such private
agencies as the Ford Foundation and the ROCkefeller Institute.
It 1s beyond the confines'of this paper to give any kind of treatment of these organizations and agencies since each presents a
whole field of research in itself.

It is important to point out

th8t every effort is made between these groups and the Mutual
Security Agency to, in so far ,as is possible to do

80,

prevent

Point Four activ1 ties from over-lapping programs under·taken by
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other agencies.

Extreme care is exercised to keep overlapping

of etfort at a minimum, to keep waste at a minimum and to keep
efficiency and pro·gress in the 'mderdeveloped areas at a maximum.
The Point Four program has been in operation for such
a Short time it is impossible to measure its 8!lcceSses and failures.

It is possible to look,

as was done in Chapter III, at the

activities engaged in and examine t e results of the tew years of
operation.
The Point Four program was put into operation on the
same self-help basis tLat aJd went to Latin American Republics
lnder the Institute of Inter-Amerioan Affairs from 1942 until
thi s agency was taken over by the Mutual Sec:lri ty Agency itr1951.
In these nations it is possible to see and measure, at least to
some extent, the progress mpde under the program.

Chapter III

includes a discussion of the nations in Latin America, some 01'
which today are paying more toward the Point Four projects in
their countries than is tne United States.

This gives some in-

dication that the ultimate goal of the Point Four program can
one day be achJeved .. namely, that the American technic4.ans and
experts on the job will work with such etficiency that they will
work themselves right out of a job.
The philosophy behind tIe program of helping human
beings in all free nations of the world to help themselves to
live in cleanliness, good health, economic security, spiritual
happiness and mental and physical progress is the:Qhilosophy most
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in keeping with a Christian nation such as the United States.
In setting up the Point Four program and appropriating
funds for its operation, the Congress of the United States, speaking for the people of the United States, goes forth to meet the
ethical, social, economic and political challenges of making
every effort to assist tree peo'ples to live a life in which the
dignity of man is preserved in its fullst meaning and equality
for a.ll under God.
Many of the quotations included have been lengthy.
!usually the instences have involved basic philosophies of the
individuals quoted.

'1'0 paraphrase such statements would have

meant hazarding the risk of distorting the ba.sic philosophy and
doing a grave injustuce to the authority in question.

..
APPENDIX I

POINT FOUR EXPENDITURES
AND UNITED STATES STAFF
Local Cost

U.S. Cost
Country

1951-53

1951-53

U.S-. Staff
Auth. for 195

948,720

$ 5,750,000

26

Burma

21,000,000

37,380,000

148

India

98,160,000

54,000,000

231

Indonesia

11,531,000

(Unavailable)
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544,202

(Unavailable)

12

Afghanistan

Nepal

$

22.838,000

12,254,000

80

Egypt

3 .. 425 .. 000

4,252,000

82

Ethiopia

2,400,000

500,000

67

Iran

43,740,000

16,1'70,000

250

Iraq

2,056,000

16,621,000

98

Isreal

3,'728,000

1,211,000

88

Jordan

6,456,000

531,000

77

Lebanon

6,515,000

'799,000

98

Liberia

2,634,000

Il,383,000

84

Libya

2,'7'70,000

929,000

60

Saudi Arabia

1,7'76,000

1,750,000

38

Pakistan
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Country

u.s.

Local Cost
1951-53

Cost
1951-53

u.s.

Staff
Auth. tor 195.

$ 2,830,000

850,000

60

Brazil

6,428,700

14,160,000

162

Chile

2,410,200

2,400,000

43

Colombia

1,738,400

3,100,.000

37

Costa Rica

2,271,700

700,000

48

Cuba

427,000

75,000

17

Dominican Rep.

586,900

200,000

17

Ecuador

2,737,600

2,100,000

56

E1 Salvador

1,165,000

1,100,000

38

416,000

500,000

11

Haiti

1,394,000

900,000

32

Honduras

1,561,000

. ?,100,000

35

Mexico

1,599,000

720,000

44

Nicaragua

1,488,000

900,000

38

Panama

2,366,000

1,000,000

45

Paraguay

3,098,000

800,000

67

Peru

3,818,000

2,000,000

85

904,000

500,000

22

353,000

1 200 000
'flSe:e3:5:000

11
2409

Bolivia

Guatemala

Uruguay
Veneque1a
Totals:

$268,114~422

\;'J111· Lissner, "Point 4 Promotes Better Life In 35
Nations, Survey Finds", New York 'rimes, Jan. 12, 1952, 10-11.

--

The above figures were taken from. Mr. Lissner's article4
His source having been the TeA.
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APPENlJIX II

INTERNATIONAL BANK FOR

RECONSTRUCTION

MEMBER

AND DEVELOPM~NT

COUN'l'RIES

ECUAIXJR

LEBANON

EGYPT

LUXEMBOURG

BELGIUM

EL SALV,JtDOR

MEXICO

BOLIVIA

ETHIOPIA

NETHERLANDS

tJSTRIA

aAZIL
BURMA

NICARAGUA
FRANCE:

NORWAY

GER I~ANY

PAKISTAN

ChYLON

GREECE

PANAlVlA

CHILE

GUATEMALA

PARAGUAY

CHINA

HONDURAS

PERU

ICELAND

PHILIPPINES

COSTA RJCA

INDIA

SViEDEN

CUBA

IRAN

SYRIA

CZE,CHOSLOVAY.A.A

IRAQ

THAILAND

D:.~NtARK

ITALY

TURKEY

DOMINICAN

JAPAN

UNION OF

iUtPUBL.LC

SOUT H AFRI CA

..
MEMBER COU WrRThS
YiJGOSLA VIA

UNI'I'ED KINGDOM

URUGUAY

UNITED STATES

VENEZUELA

l

1 International Bank for Reconstruction and Development. "1;¥hat It Is, What It Does, How It Works", Washington, D.C.,
Aug. 1952
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